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INSIDE:
Jerry Lewis kicked
off his 27th annual
muscular dystrophy
telethon Sunday
night amid a controversy over its
"pity" approach that
reached even the
White House. Page
11

SPORTS.
Bob Tewksbury
recorded his 15th
victory, and Felix
Jose drove in two
runs as the Cardinals beat the San
Francisco Giants
5-3 Sunday. Page 8

MONDAY
September 7
STATE
LOUISVILLE — A federal
review of special-education
programs found deficiencies in
five Kentucky counties,
including two that were recently involved in controversies
involving disabled students.
Page 3

SPORTS
DENVER — John Elway
drove the Broncos 85 yards in
the final three minutes for a
1 -yard touchdown run by
Reggio Rivers and a 17-13 victory over the Los Angeles
Raiders on Sunday night. Page
8

PERSPECTIVE
FRANKFORT — Associated
Press Writer Mark R. Chellgren says at first blush, Gov.
Brereton Jones seems not to be
much of a power player, but
on close examination it might
be Jones who is playing the
rest of the table for suckers.
Page 4

FORECAST
Tonight, increasing clouds
with a 50 percent chance of
. thunderstorms. Lows around
70. Southwest wind 5 to 10
mph. Tuesday, mostly cloudy
...with a 50 percent chance of
thunderstorms. Highs in the
mid-80s.
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KENTUCKY LAKE
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Bushes visit state during holida
By THOMAS S. WATSON
Associated Press WrIter

LOUISVILLE, Ky. — The
Rev. William L. Hancock of
Highview Baptist Church didn't
write a special sermon for President Bush and his wife, Barbara,
because there wasn't time. That's
the kind of whirlwind schedule
the Bushes kept during their
Labor Day weekend visit to
Louisville.
Bush is Episcopalian and
reporters thought he'd be attending a church of that faith in the
area, but a quick decision was
made to do otherwise.
"We actually knew at eight
o'clock this morning that it was

official that he was coming,"
Hancock said Sunday. "They
called and asked if the security
people could come in and check
out the building."
Hancock said the president was
glad no special preparations were
made.
"He conveyed his appreciation
for us not magnifying his presence any more than we did,"
Hancock said.
The minister made no reference to the president in his sermon or that he was in the church
until the end of his sermon when
he recognized him as "a guest
who is the president and leader of
our nation," rather than as a candidate. The congregation gave the

Bushes a long round of applause.
"I think our church had a lot
to do with his coming here
because of our involvement in the
Desert Storm operation," said
parishioner Eddie Greenwell. He
said many relatives of the
5,000-member church were
involved in the Gulf War.
"We are a large, very conservative Southern Baptist church
that is becoming more politically
active in our community," said
Jim Carrell, a deacon.
The president went to church
after jogging about two miles at
the Male Traditional School track
in downtown Louisville.
After church, he and the first
lady dropped three cans of food

Packer star Paul Hornung. He
recognized each and congratulated Schnellenberger, although
Louisville lost to Ohio State
20-19 the day before.
"Somebody once told me that
playing a tie ball game is like
kissing your sister," Bush said of
Louisville's decision to go for a
two-point conversion and a victory rather than a tie. "I want to
tell you this, the coach did the
right thing yesterday."
Crum said before the president
arrived he's met and had his picture taken with Presidents Jimmy
Carter and Ronald Reagan and
was hopeful to add Bush to that
list. Reese said he would get the
president to autograph a baseball.

into a container as they walked
onto the Cardinal Stadium field
to take part in a Kentucky
Harvest collection for the victims
of Hurricane Andrew.
Kentucky Harvest is a nonprofit program that distributes
food to the needy. The food
donated by the Bushes represented the price of admission to
the Louisville-Indianapolis
American Association baseball
game.
The president was greeted by
basketball coach Denny Crum
and football coach Howard
Schnellenberger of the University
of Louisville, former Brooklyn
Dodgers great Harold "Pee
Wee" Reese and ex-Green Bay

Iraq still refuses
to name supplier
BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) — Saddam Hussein's refusal to disclose
the foreign suppliers of his
nuclear weapons program could
be Iraq's most serious breach of
Persian Gulf War cease-fire
terms, the head of a U.N. inspection team said today.
The official, Maurizio Zifferero, left with his team for Bahrain today. The team carried out
its final inspection Sunday after a
week in Iraq.
Zifferero, an Italian who works
for the International Atomic
Energy Agency, declared today
that progress had been made on
long-term monitoring to ensure
Iraq does not develop an atomic
bomb.
lic siaiJ his team now has a
"consistent and coherent" picture - of Iraq's nuclear research
and bomb-making efforts and
capablities.
Zifferero told reporters outside
a Baghdad hotel before leaving
for the airport that the team had
received "questionable tips"
pointing to the existence of an
underground Iraqi nuclear
reactor.
He said, however, that he did

not believe such a reactor could
exist.
"It doesn't fit with Iraq's possessive nuclear capability and
infrastructure," Zifferero said.
He said much of the intelligence about the supposed existence of the underground reactor
had come from Iraqi defectors
and that more information was
needed before a search could be
undertaken.
The inspections by Zifferero's
team were the first since the
U.S.-led allies imposed a "nofly" zone in southern Iraq on
Aug. 27 to protect Shiite Muslim
rebels.
Zifferero described the mission
as "successful, quiet and
fruitful."
Iraq's treatment of the team
was considered a test of Iraq's
cooperation with the United
Nations as well as of its intentions regarding the "no-fly"
zone.
- Baghdad has not yet challenged the jets patrolling the
skies south of the 32nd parallel.
The cease-fire calls for U.N.
(Coned on page 2)
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This fall Floyd McKenzie, left, will be busy making apple cider. McKenzie has an orchard next to
his home where he harvests apples every year. For the last eight years, McKenzie has made cider
from his home. Over the Labor Day weekend, McKenzie, along with Rick McKenzie, right, Sheila
Boggess, center, and her two children, Tyler, 6, and Marcy, 4, helped him. The group processed
about 50 gallons of cider.

Hjetland discovers similarities between Americans, Russians
By GINA HANCOCK
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer

Whenever Terri Hjetland
thinks of Russia, it won't be the
bread lines she remembers first.
••
The first image that will come
to her will be the face of Julia, a
Russian teacher Hjetland met this
summer.
"She was so open and honest.
She was eager to share with us
and open the lines of communication. She is someone I will never
forget," said Hjetland.
Julia was typical of all the TERRI HJETLAND
Russians Hjetland met this sum- Bowling Green and North Carolimer when she traveled to the for- na were part of the group, along
mer Soviet Union with nine other with Dr. Ruth Jacquot, a Murray
State University professor.
teachers.
Their trip had three objectives:
The group went as part of a
Citizens Exchange Council prog- to share environmental education
ram. Teachers from Paris, Tenn., activities; to learn about the cul-

ture, and to exchange information 'What do you expect, this is
with Russian teachers.
Russia.'
Hjetland teaches pre-school at
"That was everyone's
the Regional Training Center, but approach. Nothing surprised
has 16 years' experience teaching them," she said.
every age group.
On a walking tour of one town,
She said her biggest fear in the group found a statue of
going to Russia was not being Lenin, the Russian revolutionary
able to communicate. "Almost leader, in front of a government
all the Russians could either building. One of the teachers
speak or understand English. We asked their guide if the town officould only understand a couple of cials would have the statue
Russian phrases, So our commu- removed.
"The man said the statue would
nication was through an interpreter or through gestures," stay if he had anything to say
explained Hjetland.
about it. He told us that, good or
Hjetland said the Russians bad, Lenin was a part of their hishave adopted a 'wait and see' tory and his image needed to be
attitude about the fall of left there as a reminder," Hjetcommunism.
land said.
Hjetland said Russians have
"If we stayed at a place where
there was no water, our host Americans beat hands down
would smile, shrug and say, when it comes to knowledge

about their country's history.
"Every child can sing the regional folk songs and they know the
background of their area, especially in the Cossack region."
She added that many Russians
believe Americans are rich and
that everyone has a servant.
Outside news comes from
CNN (Cable News Network) and
Russian journalists. What else
they learn about the United States
is gleaned from American videotaped movies.
"Vendors were selling posters
of Rambo and the Terminator
along the sidewalks," said
Hjetland.
She said the crime levels in the
major Russian cities are high,
although her group was shielded
(Cont'd on page 2)

Greater Expectations:
South must overhaul education to avoid economic disaster
JACKSON, Miss. (AP) — Even though it's a small
company in a backward part of the country, Delta Wire is a
global leader in its industry.
And it's a perfect example of what the American South
must do to avoid economic disaster, says a report being
issued Monday by a group of Southern leaders.
The report says the economy of the immediate future
will require workers with strong minds, rather than just
strong backs — and the South will be able to prosper only
by altering its approach to education.
"We've been selling the wrong things — cheap labor,
cheap land, and low taxes," former Mississippi Gov. William Winter said in the report. "The rural South is finding
that it has mortgaged its future to lure a few jobs."
The report, called "Greater Expectations: The South's
Workforce Is the South's Future," was prepared by Manpower Development Corp., a North Carolina non-profit
corporation, which worked with a panel of nine Southern
leaders in business, politics and education.
"Low-wage jobs are disappearing," said George Autry,
president of Manpower Development Corp. "The demands
of the economy are escalating faster than we can retrain
our work force."
So extraordinary efforts are needed, such as those taken

by Delta Wire, which makes wire used by AT&T and
NASA, among others, from its factory in the impoverished
Mississippi Delta region.
Burdened with rural workers who were functionally illiterate, Delta Wire president George Walker saved his company by delivering a mandate to his employees: Go back to
school.
With the state paying about a third of the tab, he had his
workers retrained in a program specifically designed for
his company by the local junior college and Mississippi
State University.
"Any money spent on educating my work force is the
best money I can spend," Walker said. "Anyone can come
in and buy machines like I have. The difference is the
knowledge of your workers."
The problems of an uneducated work force in America
c new report is among
have been documented often, b
the first to link education lever--with`economic prosperity,
target a particular region, enumerate the dangers and propose original solutions.
Among the greatest problems plaguing the South's education system and economy, according to the report:
•Today's work force is uneducated and unskilled, a legacy
of the South's past economy that relied on blue-collar jobs
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that required little thinking. The region has a preponderance of slow-growth, low-wage industries.
• Technological improvements and the changing economy
require a work force that can analyze, communicate, compute and think critically. Today's work force, which will
make up 70 percent of the work force in 2010, does not
possess those skills.
• The potential of women, minorities and rural Southerners
is wasted. The region's unemployment rates for blacks are
two to four times higher than for whites. In Mississippi in
1990, 3.9 percent of whites were unemployed, compared
with 15.2 percent of blacks.
And women, who represent 40 percent of the Southern
work force, are concentrated in clerical and service jobs.
The report's solutions focused on educating adults, who
will need constant retraining to keep up with technological
innovation:
Community colleges should take the lead in training the
work force and preparing high school students for highwage jobs, the report said.
Women and minorities should be steered into jobs traditionally held by white males, and rural residents should
receive 14 years of education on par with that of their
urban counterparts, it said.
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WASHINGTON (AP) — The
wages of college-educated, whitecollar workers and women are in
a downward spiral, a new study
says.
The inflation-adjusted wages
of college.educated workers fell
3.1 percent between 1987 and
1991, with male college-educated
workers experiencing a steeper
4.4 percent decline, said the
study released Sunday by the
non-profit Economic Policy
Insotute.
Overall, white-collar salaries
fell by 4.4 percent, it said, adding
that a 5.5 percent wage gain
registered by female workers in
the 1980s has eroded by 2.8 Per-
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cent since 1989.
"Unfortunately, this Labor
Day we find that the economy is
failing to maintain high wages for
nearly all American workers,—
economist Lawrence Mishel said
in a statement accompanying the
report, which he co-authored with
Jared Bernstein.
The two economists said wage
setbacks for white-collar workers
and the college educated marked
the end of a 1980s boom in
finance, retailing, banking and
real estate.
Mishel and Bernstein said that
the recent recession bore a distinctly white-collar stamp: a grea-

Hjetlaride

••

ter rise in unemployment among
white-collar workers than among
their blue-collar counterparts.
Declines in income were most
se/ere among upper-middle-class
families.
But their study also found that
the sharpest wage reductions
were in entry level jobs for workers without a college degree.
It said that nearly three quarters of all young workers without
college degrees face a job market
providing far lower wages than
what comparably educated young
people enjoyed in the 1970s.
For example, they showed that
in inflation-adjusted dollars a
male high school graduate earned

26.5 percent less in 1991 than the
wage earned by a 1979 graduate.
Among other findings:
*Incomes of the top 1 percent of
families grew 62.9 percent in the
decade of the '80s while the
incomes of the bottom 60 percent
of families declined.
•Recent tax policies created even
more of an income gap by reducing the tax rates on the top 1 percent by 4.9 percent, thus providing an additional $27,000 in
after-tax income.
*In the 1980s, the wages of lowincome workers fell 15.9 percent
for men and 6.8 percent for
women.
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from it.
"I did not like the cities
because the pollution is terrible.
The rivers are also ,polluted,"
Hjetland slid.
The Russian teachers were
interested in methods used by
American instructors. "They are'
now technically free to use whatever teaching methods they want,
but they don't have any materials. They are very concerned
right now about improving the
self-esteem and individuality of
each student."
One thing the group talked
about was whether or not the
people they met seemed happy.
"For the most part, I would say
no. We saw them smiling a lot,
but we never heard any belly
laughs. But then, they smile with
their mouths closed because SO
many of them have bad teeth,"
explained Hjetland.
The children were also subdued, but could outdo Hjetland's
group when it came to singing
and dancing.
She saw the infamous waiting
lines for bread and gas, but they
had few brushes with the black
market.
Hjetland had a mind-opening
experience when it came to religion. "Every since I was a child I
had been told that Russians were
atheists," she said. "That is not
In the past, they just
true.
weren't as free to practice their
We went to several
beliefs.
working churches and observed a
healing service by the Russian
Orthodox Church."
She said that several U.S. churches have sent missionaries to
Russia, .but that the local people
have been put off by that
outreach.
"In many instances, their religions are much older than American denominations, and they are
offended by these efforts," Hjetland said.
Each Christmas, Hjetland plans
a unit on different holiday customs. This year she plans to do
the same, but will include Russian traditions for the first time.
"The thing I want to stress
with my students is that we may
all do things a little differently,
but that we are all very much
alike — more alike than we realize," Hjetland said.

Planning Shelters
Your Family With Security
One of our most basic needs is protection and shelter. To have
a house, you plan ahead and save for what you want. In the long
run, you know it's worth the effort for your family's security.
Planning for your family is important for their future. Making
estate plans that include preplanning at Miller Funeral Home is
another important way to provide security. By choosing funeral
arrangements now, your family will know that plans are made long
before they'll be needed. You can also choose the additional
protection of prefinancing those plans to guard your family from

KENTUCKY STATE POLICE ISSUES REPORT

The Kentucky State Police Post I at Mayfield opened a total of 15 criminal
cases for the week of Aug. 30-Sept. 5, according to a weekly report issued
by tha post. Troopers made 14 criminal arrests, answered 127 complaints
and made 27 DUI wrests, according to the report.

CCFR RESPONDS TO STRUCTURE FIRE

The Calloway County Fire and Rescue responded to a structure fire Friday
at 6:15 p.m. seat of Almo involving a one bedroom house which was fully
involved upon arrival. Eighteen men, three pumpers and one tanker
responded to the fire which resulted in heavy smoke and water damage to
two rooms. No injuries 'were reported as a result of the fire, which was
detected by a smoke alarm. Firemen were assisted by the Calloway County
Sheriff's Department and the West Kentucky Rural Electric Cooperative
Corp.

CALLOWAY FIREMEN PARTICIPATE IN CLASS

Members of the Calloway County Fire and Rescue recently participated in a
hazardous materials class conducted by State Fire Marshal Eddie Clark.
During the operations-level class, firemen finished a table-top drill involving
a tractor trailer and three leaking rail cars. Representatives from Suburban
Propane, Southern States, Murr*Calloway County Airport, Gould Oil Co.,
and Kentucky Lake Oil Co. were present as well as Bill Marcum of the state
Department of Transportation.

GM restarts after strike
LORDSTOWN, Ohio(AP) — General Motors Corp. plans to get its
assembly plants rolling again this week, starting with its Saturn factory, now that a strike at a body parts stamping plant has been seuled.
The nine-day strike by 2,400 members of United Auto Workers
Local 1714 slowed or stopped production at nine GM plants, idling
about 43,000 workers nationwide.
The automaker said it would focus on resupplying parts for production of its popular Saturn, built in Spring Hill, Tenn. Saturn spokesman Bill Betts said full production on the 1993 models would resume
Tuesday.
Assembly plants in Baltimore and Wilmington, Del., probably
won't reopen until at least midweek, union officials said. Other
assembly plants affected by the strike are in Oklahoma City; Wentzville, Mo.; Flint, Orion Township and Lansing, Mich.; and one adjacent to the parts plant in Lordstown.
Parts for 14 GM models are made at the Lordstown stamping plant
in northeast Ohio. The strike shut down assembly plants quickly
because GM, to reduce inventory costs, prevents them from stockpiling parts.
The Lordstown workers returned to work late Saturday and Sunday
under an agreement that the union said ensures 160 vacancies will be
filled with GM workers laid off elsewhere.
About 140 new positions will be created through increased production of the Saturn, as well as Chevrolet Cavaliers and Pontiac Sunbirds built at the Lordstown assembly plant.
Dave Fascia, Local 1714 shop chairman, said the agreement also
allows the union to keep 240 tool and die jobs that GM sought to
eliminate. But GM spokeswoman Linda Cook said those jobs could be
transferred out of Lordstown, along with some workers.
GM announced last year it will close 21 plants and eliminate about
60,000 hourly positions in the United States and Canada by 1995.

Police fire on ANC marchers
JOHANNESBURG, South
Africa (AP) — Security forces in
the black homeland of Ciskei
opened fire today on thousands of
ANC supporters marching to protest the military government,
news reports said.
At least one person was
injured, according'to the South
African Press Association.
SAPA said police and soldiers
on the Ciskei side of the border
began firing as the African

Iraq still refuses...
(Coned from page 1)
inspections and the dismantling
of its arms programs. Iraq has
often resisted, most notably when
a U.N. team was kept outside a
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National Congress march reached
just outside Bisho, capital of the
nominally independent black
homeland 500 miles south of
Johannesburg.
A senior Ciskei security force
member confirmed live ammunition was used, SAPA reported.
About 20,000 ANC supporters,
led by Secretary-General Cyril
Ramaphosa, had vowed to march
into Bisho despite warnings of
possible confrontation.
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government ministry for three
weeks in July.
Zifferero said progress was
made toward establishing longterm monitoring during his
team's mission. He said some
monitoring was already under
way although there had been
some "technical" problems that
he refused to specify.
Zifferero said a major part of
long-term monitoring would be
periodic collection of water samples from strategic locations so
that any significant change in
radioactivity could be easily
detected.
But he said he did not receive
any information on procurement
and that he will continue to press
for it.
"I hope they understand it is in
their best interest so provide this
information because this is one of
the remaining shambling blocks,"
be said. "A major one."
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Special-education report finds deficiencies

News of Oh. World
CANDIDATES TARGET THE MIDWEST

President Bush and Bill Clinton targeted the Midwest today as the already
turbulent 1992 campaign reached the ceremonial Labor Day starting line
with the Democratic challenger ahead and the anemic economy dominating
the debate. On the eve of their holiday appeals, Bush and Clinton appeared
for back-to-back interviews on national television and-competed for voters'
trust to revive the sluggish job market. Clinton blamed slow growth on
Reagan-Bush economics, while the president said Congress was the true
villain. "Adopt the end of trickle-down, don't go back to tax-and-spend economics but instead go into investment, education and training," Clinton said
in describing his approach

S CLOSE
TENT NUMBERS SWELL AS SCHOOLvictims
of Hurri-

MIAMI — A decision to close schools used as shelters for
cane Andrew pumped new life into military tent cities that had gone wanting
for tenants. To help south Florida inch closer to normality, Red Cross officials decided the 11 schools should be closed Sunday so they can be readied for the start of classes. That prompted hundreds of people to move into
tent cities set up last week by the Army, raising the population of the five
camps from 1,000 to more than 2,000 people, said Army Lt. John Buckley.
The camps have a capacity of about 3,800. At the Harris Field camp in
Homestead, the new arrivals eroded the already scant privacy campers had
in the 16-by-32 foot tents, which hold 14 cots each.

WIDE GAP BETWEEN NEED AND SUPPLY
gap between

HOMESTEAD, Fla. — Two weeks after Hurricane Andrew, the
demand for disaster aid and the ability to supply it seems as wide as the
storm's swath of destruction through south Florida. Tens of thousands of
displaced people still face waits of two weeks or longer to get checks in the
mail for temporary living expenses, even though disaster officials say they
have gotten out government checks in record time to victims of the nation's
costliest natural disaster. Guy Thompson, manager of a temporary Federal
Emergency Management Agency center at a dance hall in Homestead, said
he couldn't estimate how long people may have to wait for checks. "If they
get the checks out in a matter of weeks, that's reasonable," Thompson said.
"People ... are so devastated, they need it now. We can't give it now."

BABOON LIVER TRANSPLANT PATIENT DIES
a man

PITTSBURGH — A doctor who helped transplant a baboon liver into
said he hoped the patient's death after 10 weeks wouldn't end efforts to
develop animals.as a source of organs for humans. The 35-year-old man,
whose name has not been made public, died Sunday after suffering a stroke
as doctors at the University of Pittsburgh Medical Center tried to wean him
from a respirator. Dr. Howard R. Doyle, a member of the transplant team,
said the cause of the stroke wasn't known. The man had suffered a blood
infection and loss of liver function, but he appeared to be improving when
the stroke hit, Doyle said. "We still don't have all the information. We'll know
more in the next couple of days," Doyle said.

IT'S ALWAYS LABOR DAY FOR WORLD'S WOMEN
the

WASHINGTON— It's the law in Cuba: Men are required to help around
hacienda. But like their male counterparts in Poland, Japan and the United
States, they just don't do their fair share. Nearly everywhere in the world,
women are dressing the kids, washing the clothes, cooking the meals, making the beds and taking out the garbage — all before they go to work to earn
less than men, according to an International Labor Organization report
released today — Labor Day. And it's not just American "couch potato" husbands causing the problem. "In Poland, even the youngest of married men
do not help with the housework, while Japanese men spent only 15 minutes
a day on chores around the house," the report by the U.N. agency says.

N'
AMERICANS SUPPORT 'G.I. BILL FOR CHILDRE
to give
NEW YORK — Americans broadly favor President Bush's proposal
$1,000 "scholarships" for poor and middle-income parents to send their
children to any public or private school, an Associated 'Presspoll found. The
poll also found strong support for parental choice among public schools.
Sixty-three percent favored President Bush's proposal of a $500 million
experimental program to give scholarships that could be used at any school,
including religious institutions. The poll found 32 percent opposed and 5
percent unsure. Supporters of Bush's "G.I. Bill for Children" say public
schools will be forced to improve if they have to compete with private
schools for government money.

turbed middle school students
that it had revielted the Kentucky
were placed in a janitor's closet
School for the Deaf or the Kenfor
misbehaving, and in Graves
tucky School for the Blind in
a principal was repriCounty,
almost 10 years.
manded by the superintendent for
But COIT said Kentucky has not
taping shut the mouth of a hyperhad enough employees to thorelementary school student.
active
districts,
school
monitor
oughly
Children classified as disabled
he said, and implementing the
Kentucky Education Reform Act can include those who are blind
has delayed some of its efforts. or deaf, mentally retarded, paralyzed or autistic and those who
"The state is undergoing a
suffer from tuberculosis, epilepand
ambitious,
real
is
that
reform
we're very supportive of that," sy, hemophilia or other health
problems. Emotionally disturbed
Corr said.
The two western Kentucky dis- children can also be considered
tricts, McCracken and Graves, disabled. In 1990-91, 75,510
were recently involved in con- children received special troversies involving disabled stu- education services in Kentucky.
The review was not a detailed
dents, but officials said that was
not the reason they were study of how well the districts
were teaching disabled students,
reviewed.
was instead designed to see
but
was
repriMcCracken County
manded by the U.S. Office of how well the state was monitoring their compliance with federal
Civil Rights after at least three
regulations, Corr said.
behaviorally and emotionally dis-

LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — A - ties Education Act.
The five 'counties were picked
federal review of special their special-education
tycause
defieducation programs found
programs were recently reviewed
ciencies in five Kentucky counby the state and because they
ties, including two that were
were diverse in terms of geograes
controversi
in
recently involved
phy and population, Corr said.
involving disabled students.
Investigators *visited the five
However, Gregg Corr, who
districts in February.
oversaw preparation of the report
Some disabled children were
by the U.S. Office of Special
being unnecessarily segregated
Education Programs, said he
from other students, while others
didn't think "the report gives the
were getting less than a full day
whole picture.
of school because of transporta"It's difficult to come out with
tion problems, the 60-page report
an A-plus," Corr said. "Just
said.
technifew
a
because a state has
The report also criticized the
cal violations, it doesn't mean it
state for failing to make sure that
isn't doing a good job."
parents are notified of their right
A review of special-education
to appeal schools' decisions
programs in McCracken, Graves,
about educating their children.
Jessamine, Menifee and PendleThe federal law requires the
ton counties found that disabled
state to monitor all specialchildren weren't getting the full
education programs regularly, but
range of services required by the
investigators found no evidence
federal Individuals with Disabili-
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Perspective on Politics

New economic numbers
spell more trouble for Bush
By JOHN KING
/4•0•410•41 Preis Nom Analyale

WASHINGTON — Poverty is up and payrolls are down, especially
in manufacturing areas that WC major presidenual battlegrounds. In
politics, the only numbers that count are on Election Day, but the latest economic figures cannot help President Bush's re-election effort.
"I'd say President Bush ought to be running scared," said Jeffrey
Rosensweig, an Emory University finance professor and economic
forecaster. "People seem to be hurting now more than they have in a
generation."
It has been obvious for months that the economy would be the central election issue. Unclear, however, was whether it would show at
least modest steam as summer turned to fall, giving Bush evidence for
his case that things are getting better.
Some data and many forecasts suggest better days ahead, but the
bulk of the numbers show an economy stuck in a rut and taking a
painful toll on many Americans.
For Bush, that spells double trouble.
The bad economic news alone is a major obstacle to his re-election.
And it fits perfectly Democrat Bill Clinton's claim that 12 years of
Reagan-Bush economics lifted the rich while harming the "forgotten
middle class."
Consider the economic news from this week alone:
—Friday's unemployment report showed a slight drop, from . July's
7.7 percent to 7.6 percent in August. But that was due to a summer
jobs program. Overall, payrolls declined by 83,000 jobs, with modest
growth in some sectors helping offset a 71,000-job decline in retail
and a 97,000-job decrease in manufacturing, the steepest in 18
months.
—Factory orders fell by 1.1 percent in July, giving manufacturers
little reason to think about hiring new workers.
—The ranks of the poor swelled to a 27-year high, with the recession pushing 2.1 million more Americans into poverty.
—Median household incomes fell .3.5 percent in 1991. The drop
between 1989 and 1991 — the data for Bush's presidency — was the
most severe decline since the 1973 recession.
And, for Bush, it gets worse.
The unemployment rate went up in four November battlegrounds,
California, Florida, Ohio and Pennsylvania.
It did improve in Texas, New Jersey, Illinois and Michigan. But in
both Michigan and New Jersey unemployment was still 9 percent or
higher. And Illinois, where the rate dropped from 8.4 percent to 6.5
percent, is considered Clinton's strongest industrial state.
As he attacks Bush's economic record, Clinton has the benefit of
good recent news in his state: manufacturing jobs in Arkansas were up
11.2 percent in the 1980s while decreasing nationally, and the state
ranked fifth in wage and salary growth last year.
But Arkansas wages are still well below the national average and its
poverty rate, while improving, is higher than the national average,
giving Bush ammunition to fire back.
Even economists who support Bush's policies as medicine thc economy needs say there's no time between now and November for any.
significant improvements in the numbers.
"I don't think there are a lot of happy campers out there but virtually every forecaster, Republican or Democrat, predicts a much stronger 1993," said Murray Weidenbaum, who served as chairman of
President Reagan's Council of Economic Advisers. "It will be ironic
if Clinton gets to enjoy the fruits of the Bush policies."
White House spokesman Marlin Fitzwater tried to shift the burden
of bad news onto Congress, saying the economy would rebound
quicker if lawmakers passed a Bush economic plan that includes business incentives and a lower tax on capital gains.
But nothing in that plan is new, and poll after poll shows low voter
confidence in Bush's handling of the economy. "He can't run on his
record so _hecneeds to come up with some kind of plan for the future
and hope that it sells," said Rosenweig.
Campaigning Friday in Virginia, Bush took a different approach.
Never mind voter unrest with his economic stewardship, Bush argued
things would be worse under "the Clinton-Gore tax-and-spend
ticket."
"He talks a good game," Bush told small business owners. "But
his policies threaten to tax and spend and regulate you right out of
business."
The tax-and-spend label has worked for Republicans before, and the
Clinton camp is trying feverishly to keep it from sticking to their
candidate.
As they try, they're banking on the premise that no matter how
good a game Bush talks between now and November, the state of the
economy under his administration will run him right out of office.
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(John King covers national politics for The Associated Press.)
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World Editorial Roundup
Sept. 2; The News & Observer, Raleigh, N.C., on tobacco
advertising:
Tobacco companies say they're sincere about advertising campaigns
to discourage youngsters from smoking. The same folks probably
dress up a $2 mule and claim it's Secretariat.
Research by a physician who has studied the ad campaigns extensively shows that one, which emphasizes simply that cigarette sales to
minors are illegal, is ineffectual. The other, which stresses that young
people should say no, was found to encourage smoking by showing it
as an "adult-only" vice. This, of course, only tempts the young even
more.
Dr. Joseph DiFranza is a burr in the tobacco industry's saddle, for
he understands the sneaky ways in which they attempt to lure the
young to life-threatening habits. It was he who last year analyzed the
"Joe Camel" cartoon campaign as a transparent attempt to seduce
youngsters. For his efforts, he found himself under siege of subpoena
from the R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.
This time, DiFranza has again caught the industry with its hypocnsy unfurled. The shameful attempt on the part of tobacco companies
to ,attract young customers is topped — or should that be bottomed?
— only by their denials of what they're doing.

Jonesfolded — or did he?
FRANKFORT, Ky. — At first
blush, Gov. Brereton Jones seems
not to be much of a poker player.
When his hand got called last
week on raising salaries for his
top appointees, he folded like he
had a pair of deuces in a jacks or
better game.
It's not the first time Jones has
Liken himself out of the game
when the stakes got a little high.
When opposition mounted to
his much-ballyhooed alternative
to the widening of Paris Pike
between Lexington and Paris,Jones threw in his cards. Back
during the General Assembly session, there were numerous times
when Jones pushed himself away
from the table when the political
ante was raised. From a bottle
,bill to a clean succession amendment, whenever Jones was told to
put up or shut up, he kept quiet.
On closer examination, though,
maybe it is Jones who is playing
the rest of the table for suckers.
In most of the instances when
Jones has folded, his own stake
— financial, personal or political
— was fairly low.
But when Jones has an interest
in the game, it's a different matter altogether.
Take the case of Paris Pike.
An argument can be made that
Jones actually won that hand. The
four-laning of the road is opposed

cal contributors
11101/011s.
This time, no kibitzers were
allowed.
Then there is the case of University of Kentucky tickets.
Others in his administration can
pay for their tickets if they want.
Jones says he's keeping his
freebies.
Most recently, Jones doesn't
appear to be bluffing in his backing the Kentucky Racing Commission's decision to kill two
harness racing tracks by denying
them racing dates in 1993.
Harness racing officials say the
deck was stacked on the commission with thoroughbred interests.
It should be remembered that the
revamping of the commission
was contained in a deck that
Jones shuffled in the 1992 session. He appointed all the members and made his closest friend
and neighbor, Wayne Lyster,
chairman. •
That same bill authorizes offtrack betting parlors around the
state. But with more tracks forced
out of the game, there are fewer
to split the OTB pot.
. So, like many good poker players, Jones bad mouths his own
hands, folds when the stakes are
low and moans about how badly
he is getting beaten.
But he also seems to have
more chips than anyone else.

CAPITOL IDEAS

Mark R. Chellgren
An Associated Press News Analysts
by many of the governor's
friends who own the horse farms
along the scenic but deadly route.
By dropping the issue and ordering his Transportation Cabinet to
withdraw it from federal court, it
ensures that nothing will be done
for many more years. And delay
is victory to the people who want
to keep Paris Pike as it is.
In the raise game, it wasn't
Jones' money at issue. In fact.
he's still getting his raise. Jones
earlier promised to give that
money back, plus another 2 percent of-his salary. A spokesman.
said. nothing has changed that
would influence that promise. But
Jones also has until January to
show his cards.
There are some issues on
which Jones has stayed at, the
table until the bitter end, regardless of pressure.
The best example is the governor's own political table stake —
the $1.7 million he paid to get
himself elected lieutenant gover-

10- AK,Guys—

nor in 1987. Since then, Jones
has raised about $1.4 million to
repay himself. But according to
the statement filed with the Registry of Election Finance in April,
Jones' campaign committee still
owes Jones the individual just
over $1 million because of the
interest Jones is charging himself.
After months of newspaper
editorials, legislative criticism
and public doubt, Jones this summer promised to put an end to his
fund raising.
End it, that is, after one last
hand. House dealer Jack Hall was
given one last shuffle of the
cards. The ante for this one was
$500 a head and about 500 people sat down at the table in July.
Some of them kicked even more
in the kitty. There was one difference between this game and the
one Jones had on inauguration
eve for the same purpose. That
one had an audience. Reporters
were allowed in. But reporters
make poker players — and politi-
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uayle divorcesfactsfrom rhetoric
Sometimes it isn't easy to follow the logic of this political
ROYKO SAYS
campaign. Especially when it
comes tumbling out of Dan
Qua*.
Quayle is a lawyer, although
he's never really made a living at
it. Since he had to use family
Syndicated cdumnIst
clout just to get into a law
school, it's doubtful that he
would have been a modern-day America. What, you thought it
Clarence Darrow. His wife is a was patent infringement?
Lawyer, too.
If you are an adult, just look
But he doesn't seem to like
around at all of your friends,
lawyers. Or maybe he secretly
relatives and co-workers. Ask
does, but he knows that they are
yourself how many of them have
an easy political target.
ever been in court, and if so,
So he regularly flails them for
what brought them there.
filing too many lawsuits and askThere might be a personal
ing for too much money and
injury case. Or maybe a traffic
somehow messing up our legal
rap. But if you are a typical
system.
middle-class American with typiNow it is true tha we have a lot
cal middle-class American
of litigation in America, farm
friends, relatives and acquainmore than in most developed
tances, you know at least one,
nations.
two and probably more who have
But what Quayle fades to talk
been divorced.
about is why we have so many
My guess is that at least one
lawsuits.
out of every four adults who has
There are corporations that sue
read this far has been divorced.
each other. And the corporations
And maybe more than ooce.
can clutter up a courtroom for
We have a high divorce rate in
years on end. But you don't hear
this country. And it would be
Quayle ranting about the corpora- even higher except that in recent
tions and their lawyers. Not if he
decades young people took to livwants to be invited to a golf outing with each other before getting
ing at some private club, he
married. So when they split it
doesn't.
didn't require a judge. She took
Besides, the corporations aren't the stereo, he took the TV, they
the cause of our crowded court flipped for the cat, and adios
dockets, our great glut of forever.
Now, whose fault is it that we
lawsuits.
have so many divorces? The
No, the single biggest flood of
lawsuits, day in and day out. lawyers?
Of course not. Divorce lawyers
week after week, year after year,
don't rap on doors of strangers
are suits filed by men and women
who don't want to be married to and say: "Hi, do you have domestic strife? If so, would you be
each other anymore.
interested in going to Splitsville?
Divorce. That's the single bigHere's my card Call night or
gest source of litigation in

Mike Royko

day."
No, what happens is, a phone
rings and a voice says: "Betty,
this is Janette (sob). That philandering bastard did it again and I
caught him. What's the name of
the guy you hired?"
Or: "Charlie, I think the magic
is gone. We haven't talked in two
months and I sleep on a sofa in
the basement and she makes a
puking sound whenever I'm in
the same room. Is your cousin the
lawyer still handling divorce?"
It's also the nastiest form of
litigation because it can have elements of shattered hopes, faded
dreams, battles over property, and
the worst part: custody of children, visitation rights, and the use
of kids as pawns and revenge
weapons.
And in no other court proceeding — murder included — is the
truth more elusive. She says it's
all his fault, he says it's all her
fault, they both believe it, and in
many court systems the only way
the judges avoid going nuts listening to so many lies, is to send
both screechers to a courtappointed shrink to sift through
the wooly caterpillars between
their ears.
You don't see corporate adversaries walking into courtrooms,
whipping out guns and blazing
away. It's almost always some
distraught crazy who thought he
got the shaft in a divorce.

So why doesn't Quayle say
that, instead of taking cheap shots
at lawyers?
Why didn't he stand up at' the
Republican Convention and say:
"Now, let me talk about our legal
system. Do you know what the
real problem is? It is the millions
of you, watching me on TV, who
have hired lawyers to file the
millions of divorce suits. And
who have gone back to court time
after time to demand more
money. Or to fight over visitation
rights. Or to make false charges
of child abuse as a means of punishing the former spouse you now
hate. It is you who are to blame.
"Yes, and you, the TV actor
with the crew cut who just gave
such a glowing introduction to
my wife. You have been divorced
three times. Shame, shame on
you. And shame on us for letting
you take part in this family value
convention."
Sure, Quayle could have said
that. Then he could have gone
back to his hometown in Indiana
and lost a close race for
constable.
And if he had said those
things, he would have been unfair
because he is in no position to
judge why marriages end. People
make mistakes, including marriages. Most divorces are preferable to two people making each
other miserable and their kids
neurotic. There's not much family value in households where hate
is the prevailing emotion.
So Quayle ought to cut the
bunk about lawyers. Lawyers
don't sue: people sue. And many
of them are his supporters.
I mean, come on, a three-time
loser introducing his wife?
And they make jokes about
Woody Allen. Isk, tsk.
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FARM/AGRICULTURE
Pineapple sage can survive winter months
When .1 bought my first
pinsapple sage, I asked the
folks at the nursery to tell
me about the plant. I needed
answers to the basic
questions. Does it like sun,
shade, wet or dry? Is it an
annual or a perennial?
The answers to the first
question were easy to deal
with-- the plant needed sun
and a moist, well-chained
soil. No problem. I could
handle that. The respones to
my second question was,
"Well, it's a perennial, but
it's a tender perennial and
won't live through the winter
outside in our climate." This
was a little molt problematic. If I bought the pineapple
sage I had two choices. I
could grow it for one season, just let it die over the
winter, and purchase a new
plant next spring. Or, I
could find some way of
keeping it alive during the
colder months.
The first couple of years I
grew pineapple sage I
replaced the plants at the
beginning of each season.
The third spring I almost
didn't have any pineapple
sage, as I had difficulty
finding plants. The lush,
green pineapple-scented
foliage and the brilliant red
tubular flowers had made
this sage one of my favorite
plants. I couldn't imagine a
gardening season without it,
and I resolved to learn how
to get it through the winter.

Growing in
the Garden
by Cathleen
Lalicker
I started doing a little
research. The first suggestion
I found about wintering-over
plants was less than helpful
and extremely impractical.
The gardener was supposed
to dig up the plants before
the first frost, pot them up
and keep them in the house
over the winter. Pineapple
sage plants can get three
feet tall and at least that
wide-- not a good houseplant
in any situation. I could see
that this approach would
quickly crowd us out of the
house.
I also thought that digging
up such a large plant in the
fall would probably kill it
with transplant shock. Upon
further reading, I discovered
how the gardener was supposed to counteract this
problem. You were directed
to sink a large clay pot in
the ground to the rim and
plant the pineapple sage in
the pot. Then supposedly,
nothing could be easier than
to lift the pot with the plant
in it come fall. My immediate thought was that nothing
would be easier than to
break the pot in the course
of digging it up.
The search for a way to

Calloway Young,
Adult farmers
will offer corn,
soybean tour
The Calloway County
Young and Adult Farmer program 'will conduct a tour of
their farm on corn variety,
soybean variety and herbicide
plots this Tuesday. Sept. 8.
Area farmers are invited to
come out and view some of
the newest varieties and herbicides in side -by -side
comparisons.
The tour will leave from
Calloway County High School
agriculture department at 4
p.m. on Tuesday, as bus transportation will be provided to
the plots on the Tripp Furches
and Tim Coles farms. The
group will return at 6:30 p.m
for a dinner sponsored by several area agribusinesses.
For more information contact Johnnie Stockdale, Young
and Adult Farmer instructor, at

753-2545.

ASCS offering crop disaster help

BE A GOOD

South 4th St.

Closing for the season Dec. 6th at 8 p.m.

Cypress Springs Restaurant
"Overlooking Beautiful Kentucky Lake"
Owner — Sue Williams

Located Approx. 15 miles South of Murray off Hwy. 121
436-5496

'Daily & Weekly Rentals
*Clean, Dependable Cars
'Call Us For Rates
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Au&recycled newsprint.

Holland Motor Sales
East Main St.

753-4461
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Trees That Grow No Taller Than 40 Feet.

Trees That Grow Less Than 25 Feet.

This front area, which is mostly lawn
should be used to decorate or frame your
house instead of hiding it from sight Select
your trees first then shrubs can be added to
complement the trees and the house

This area ends 15 feet away from electric

. utility wires Care must be taken to prevent
growth into the wires Call us if you have any
questions about planting near utility wires
Some of them carry higher voltages and may
require greater clearance distances

$19
95
200 N. 4th *Murray

753-6577

• BACK
LAWN

FRONT
LAWN

Good thru September 30, 1992

•FREE Road Test
•Band adjustment if necessary
Linkage Adjusted
'
•Throttle Pressure Checked
"Fluid
•New Pan Gasket
*Clean Filter

Inc.
Kentucky Lake Oil Co., 753-132
3

Tuesday-Thursday 4 p.m. to 8 p.m.
Friday & Saturday 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Sunday 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Closed Mondays -

A& A AUTO
RENTAL

Volunteer.

NEIGHBOR

We sell a full line of Shell oils, greases,
-and other fluids to help your business run
smoothly. Lubricants for industry, for the
farm,for planes and truck fleets,for small
and large accounts—youll find them
here. There's only one constant
in all this variety: the premium
quality and proven perfyrmance
of ‘. ;hell products.

New Hours Starting
Tuesday, September 8

III allows for one of the years
1990, 1991 or 1992, but not for a
year receiving benefits in phase 1.
Therefore, if an application was
filed under phase I, a farm may
be elgible for benefits in two out
of three years. A farm receiving
benefits under phase II cannot
receive benefits for 1990 or 1991
losses under phase III.
Further details of the disaster
payment program may be
obtained from the local ASCS
office.

The Agricultural Stabilization
and Conservation Service will
administer phase II of the crop
disaster assistance program to
compensate eligible producers for
crop losses caused by drought,
flood and other natural disasters.
Phase II of the disaster program provides cash payments for
production losses on program
corps planted in 1991 for harvest
in 1992. Program applications
may be filed from September 8
through October 2. Phase III of
the disaster program is for diaster
benefits from 1990, 1991 and
1992 crop losses, but not for a
year that received benefits under
phase I. Enrollment for phase HI
will be announced at a later date.
To be elgible, producers with
crop insurance must have had
losses greater than 35 percent.
Producers without crop insurance
must have suffered losses greater
than 40 percent.
Phase I of the disaster program, which ended in March,
allowed benefits for either of the
years 1990 or 1991. Phases H and

Lubricants
for
everything
that drives
flies, pulls,
grinds
or pumps.

healthy stems from the ends
of the branches. With the
knife, cut pieces that are
two to three inches long at
a 45 degree angle. (Don't
use scissors or clippers to
take cuttings as they pinch
the end of the stem and
keep the cutting from taking
up much needed water.)
Remove all but the top
two leaves from the stem.
Put a little rooting hormone
on a paper towel and dust
the stem with the hormone.
(It is tempting to just stick
the ends of the cuttings inthe whole jar of hormone.
Don't. If the cuttings you
are taking now carry any
disease, it will contaminate
the entire jar and future
cuttings.)
Put the stems in the vermiculite. If the stems are
soft, you may have to make
a hole in the vermiculite
first, using something like
the handle of a spoon. Water
the cuttings and place the
container in the plastic bag.
Use the twist tie to close
the bag at the top. Place
your container in a warm
and bright spot in the house,
out of direct sun. Keep the
cuttings moist. They should
root in about three weeks
and then can be transplanted
to a pot in a sunny window.
Come spring you'll have
nicely-sized plants ready for
the garden, and no worries
about finding your favorite
varieties.

keep my pineapple sage was
getting a little discouraging,
until I read an article about
Liking cuttings. I was
hesitant to enter the realm of
"asexual plant propagation."
But, as I read on I decided
that despite the technical
title, the whole process was
a lot more sensible and
much less' difficult than digging up mature plants. I
decided to follow the directions and give it a try. My
cutting rooted well, and next
spring I had many healthy
pineapple sage plants.
If you think you'd like to
try taking some cuttings of
your treasured tender perennials, stem cuttings are the
easiest ones to take. You'll
need: a sharp knife; a clean
small plastic container about
four inches deep with several
holes in the bottom for
drainage; vermiculite; rooting
hormone no. 1; some paper
towels; and a clear plastic
bag with a twist tie. Vermiculite and rooting hormone
should be available at Southern States.
The intitial step is to
moisten the dry vermiculite.
Do this in a leakproof container and then fill your
rooting container. If you try
to put dry vermiculite into
the rooting container it will
fall out through the drainage
holes.
Now you are ready to
actually take the cuttings
from your plant. Select

°New Mier Additional Charge.

Good et Web Lomas,* •(Pain& a Marne

Larger trees may be planted at the rear
of the house if there are no power lines
Plant at least 35 feet from the house for
proper root development and to prevent
damage to the house

e

your,
don't
planting to he sure the trees thrive and
grow into a problem later, especially around
power lines. It's amazing how quickly that
.cute little sapling can grow up and into
utility lines and require drastic action for
safety's sake. That's why we suggest
yoU check with us before planting to
be on the safe side. We are
here to help you.
I hat'', why it's so important, to plan

Few of nature's gitts are as beautiful as tree'..
Their beauty is universally appreciated. Less well
known is their importance in energy conserva,
hon. Evergreen trees planted on the north side'
of your home block those wintry winds. Trees
that lose their leaves in winter belong on
the south side.. In summer they shade
the house. In the winter
the bare branches allow the
sun to warm the home.
Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.- 5 p.m.
Sat. 8 a.m.-12 Noon

Trees That Grow 60 Feet In Height.

n
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MURRAY TODAY
Flickinger gwes progiain

JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeeu
Murray Today editor
Calloway County Geseological Society will meet Tuesday, Sept.
8, at 4 p.m. in the Annex of Calloway County Public Library. Alvis
Jones will present a program on "Schools in Calloway County in
1925" from information compiled by his daughter, Debbie Bell, for
her thesis for her Master's Degree. All interested persons are invited
to attend.
CCHS Committee will meet
Calloway County High School SBDM Committee will meet Thursday,
Sept. 10, at6 p.m. in the school library. Items on the agenda include organization material and items to be considered for 12-93.' All interested persons are invited to attend.

VFW

Ladies Auxiliary will meet

Ladies Auxiliary of Post 6291 of Veterans of Foreign Wars will meet Tuesday. Sept. 8, at 7 p.m. at Willis Community Center on North L.P. Miller
Street, Murray. All members are urged to attend and also anyone who feels
they we eligible for the group.
Adult YMCA swimming scheduled
All Adult members of Murray Family YMCA with valid YMCA cards will
have free lap swimming time beginning Tuesday, Sept. 8, at 730 a.m. at the
pool in the Carr Health Building,"Murray State University. This will be from
7:30 to 8:30 a.m. each morning, Monday through Friday. For more information 759-YMCA. The local YMCA office is located on the bottom floor of the
Weaks Community Center.

Marilyn Flickiager works on one of the projects presented at a
recent meeting of the Creative Arts Department of the Murray
Woman's Club. The department meets each fourth Monday at
9:30 a.m. at the club house.

International students offered
special classes by local church

•

First Baptist Church of Murray, located at South Fourth and
Poplar Streets, Murray, is offering classes to international persons at no cost.
HOPE.(Helping Others Practice English) meets Wednesday
nights in the Fellowship Hall on
South Fourth Street from 4:45 to
7.30 p.m., starting Sept. 2. This
offers Conversational English
Classes, a free Meal, and Option-

March of Dimes
We deliver small miracles

ATTENTION!

al Conversation English Bible
Class.
Friendship International meets
Wednesday mornings in the
church basement from 9 a.m.-12
noon and offers Conversational
English, Fellowship Time, Bible,
Crafts or Sewing Classes.
Chinese (Mandarin) Bible
Study is taught by Dr. and Mrs.
Louis (Miu) Cheng at the Bethel
Church Road home of Dr. and
Mrs. Bert Siebold each Friday
from 5:30 to 8 pm. for free dinner, recreation and a study of
"What Christians Believe".
Dr. and Mrs. Cheng teach a
Chinese (Mandarin) Sunday
School Class in the basement of
the church _office on South,Fourth
Street each Sunday at 9:45 a.m.
Transportation and childcare
are provided for each activity.
For more information call
753-1854 or 753-6487.

United We Stand meeting planned

Mr. and Mrs. Henry B. Smith Jr.

Golden wedding event
will be at area church
Mr. and Mrs. Henry B. Smith Jr. of Benton will celebrate their 50th
wedding anniversary on Sunday, Sept. 13.
A reception, hosted by their children, will be from 2 to 4 p.m. in the
Fellowship Hall of New Harmony Baptist Church, Rt. 2, Benton.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend. The family requests
that guests not bring gifts.
Mr. and Mrs. Smith Jr. were married Sept. 20, 1942, at Charleston,
Mo., with the Rev. Charles Gale officiating.
Their attendants were Laurel Belle Wood, sister of the bride, and
Jewell Atwood.
Mrs. Smith, the former Mary Wood, is the daughter of the late Mr.
and Mrs. Other Wood.
Mr. Smith is the son of the late Mr. and Mrs. H. Burt Smith.
Their two sons are Jerry D. Smith and wife, Bonita, Murray, and
Garry W. Smith and wife, Kathy, Benton. Their two grandchildren ate
Marcus Smith and Mallory Smith.

Days at
SEVEN SEAS
Mon. thru Thur.
• Angela Usher
bride-elect of
Ken Jackson
has made her
gift selections
from
Pier
Bridal Registry

Roast Beef
Meatloaf
Catfish Fillets
Fried Chicken
Choice of 1 Meat
& 3 Veg.'3.50
8.1. • • •••••
-

FABULOUS
FRL & SAT.
— "SEAFOOD
BUFFET'
SEVEN SEAS

THEOS will meet Tuesday
TKOS, a support group for widowed man and woman, will meet Tuesday, Sept. 8, at 2 p.m. in the annex of Calloway County Public Library. Lillian Steele will lead a discussion on 'Recovery From A Loved One's Death
Requires More Than Time. The THEOS name, a registered trademark,
stands for 'They Help Each Other Spiritually.' This is a mutual self-help
group which has provided a supportive, educational and non-sectarian soirutual program for the widowed in the United States and Canada since 1962.
For information call Lillian Steele, 753-2875, Opal Howard, 753-1998, Reita
Moody, 753-0172, or Karen Isaacs, 753-2411.

Ladies of Murray Country
Club plan golf Wednesday

"Country Cookin"

Meats:

The United We Stand meeting will be Thursday, Sept. 10, at 7 p.m. at
Calloway County Public Library. Glenn Kleier, state publicity chairman for
the Kentucky Volunteers of United We Stand, will be the guest speaker. All
interested persons are invited to attend.

eer1im

University Plus On Chown Si.

Ladies of Murray Country
Club will play golf on Wednesday. Sept. 9, at 9 a.m.
Following golf play, a sack
luncheon will be held.
Toni Hopson and Billie Wilson
will be hostesses. Those not
listed in the lineup but desiring to
play may come and'be paired at
the tee or call one of the
hostesses.
The lineup is as follows:
Tee 1 - Toni Hopson, Fairs Alexander. Terry Shertzer and Margaret
Shuffett,
Toe 16 - Della Miller, Sue Brown,

CALENDAR

Ray P. Sanderson
formerly affiliated with Southside
Shopping Center Barber Shop
is now at

Hair World
located 2 blocks from Five Points
On Coldwater Rd.
8 a.m.-5 p.m. Tues.-Fri.
8 a.m.-3 p.m. Sat.
753-0511
No appointment required.

Hazel Hill and Betty Scott;
Tee 14 - Rebecca West, Rebecca
liven and Ann Brown,
Tee 12 - Jennifer Crouse, Nancy
Edward, Betty Stewart and Diane
Villanova:
Too - Betty Lowry, Inus Orr, Tonja
Fike and Mary Bogard;
Tee 1$. Billie Wilson, Billie Cohoon,
Norma Frank and Bonnie Kessler;
Toe 15 • Pat Claypool, LaVeme
Ryan, Marion Poole and Aileeln
Castries;
Tee 13 - Edith Garrison, Martha Sue
Ryan and Frances Richey,
Ti. 10 - Ven•la Sexton, Frances
Hulse, Evelyn Jones and Betty Jo
Purdom,

Monday, Sept. 7
Murray Ledger & Times will
publish early edition with offices
to close at noon for Labor Day.
Murray State University classes
dismissed and administrative
offices closed for Labor Day.

Monday, Sept. 7
Bingo/Water Valley Volunteer
Fire Department/6:30 p.m./Water
Valley Community Center.
Christian and Missionary
Alliance Bible Study/7
p.m./Weaks Community Center.

AA and Al-Anon closed discussion meeting/8 p.m./American
'Legion Building. South Sixth and
Maple Streets. Infor753-8136 or
Post offices will be closed for
435-4314.
Labor Day with no mail delivery
today.
Puppets at Memorial Baptist
Church/8 p.m.
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and
Accepted Masons/7,31) p.m./lodge
Land Between the Lakes' events
hall.
include Buttermaking/2 p.m. and
Iron Industry/10:30 a.m. and 1:30
Boy Scout Troop 77/First Christp.m./Homeplace; KWW Arts and
p.m.
ian Church/6:30
Crafts/10 a.m .-6 p.m ./Fe n ton
Woodlands Nature Center
Hazel Center closed today for area;
Pond Visitor Center
Golden
and
senior citizens' activities.
open.
Weeks Center closed today for Christian Singles Group/7
senior citizens' activities.
p.m/Glendale Road Church of
Christ. Info/Richard/759-9994 or
Joan, 759-1345.

Calloway County Public Library
closed today for Labor Day.

MIAMI INDIAN
BINGO
715 E Broadway Mayfield
Every Saturday & Monday
DOORS OPEN 5:30 P.M. GAME STARTS 7:0.0 P.M.
Early Birds At 6:30
* Call About Weekly Specials *

247-8537

—000.40%44+4e
•
1,4
Where the pnce and service
makes the pill easier to swallow.'

,
1111

swptitti

SPECIAL NEEDS
ADOPTION PROGRAM

32-9346
1-800-4
minuerr Colen Poi Kale 11001.011

753-4175
Giondale at WhItneti
Hours Mon -Frl 0-7, Set. 9-5:30

S

...4■41,111.11161110.0.~

Sissies Orgasizatioaal Society
(SOS)/ice cream social with
Sondra as hostess. Info/Pamela,
753-7638 or Jeannef753-0224.
(Conf'd es page 7)

' revival
Hilltop Baptists plait
Hilltop Baptist Church is holding revival services through Saturday, Sept.
12. The Rev. Joe Thorn is the evangelist for services at 7 p.m. each evening. Prayer service is at 6:30 each evening. James Hale is song leader with
Mrs. Osborn as pianist. The pastor, the Rev. Richard West, invites the public to attend the services at the church, located 5 /2 miles south of Murray,
located on Old Salem Road, 8/10 miles off Highway 121 South.
Need Line groceries, needed
The pantry supply at Murray-Calloway County Need Line office is getting
smaller, according to Kathie Gentry, executive director. With the opening of
schools and the winter season approaching, requests for food usually
increase. Items needed include powdered milk, crackers, peanut butter,
spaghetti, spaghetti sauce, soup, canned fruit, soap, and toilet paper. Persons having items to donate may take them to the Need Line office, located
on the bottom floor of Weeks Community Center, between the hours of 10
a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday through Friday. For information call 753-6333.
Pageant planned on Sept. 26
The Ladies Auxiliary of Calloway County Fire-Rescue Squad will have its
first Little Mr. and Miss Fire and Rescue Pageant on Saturday, Sept. 26.
Registration will start at 8 a.m. with the pageant to begin at 9 a.m. Only
Murray and Calloway County boys and girls between the ages of 0 to 12 can
compete. There will be a Little Mr. and a Little Miss Fire and Rescue
crowned. All proceeds from the pageant will go back into the community.
For more information and age groups, call Jana Barnett at 753-0137.
Women's Self Defense workshop planned
Rape Victim Services and Chuck Robertson of Kentucky State Police will
present a Free Women's Self Defense Workshop. This workshop will offer
basic safety tips for women of all ages.(No men will be allowed at this training). The workshop will be Thursday, Sept. 17, from 5:30 to 730 p.m. in
Room 500, Faculty Hall, Murray State University. For more information call
753-5777.
Camera Club meeting Tuesday
Murray-Calloway County Camera Club will meet Tuesday, Sept. 8. at 7
p.m. at Calloway County Public Library. All interested persons are invited
and urged to attend.
CWF Groups plan meetings
Groups I and III of Christian Women's Fellowship of First Christian
Church will meet Tuesday, Sept. 8. Group I will meet at 11 a.m. with Jeanette Williams and Blanche Titsworth as hostesses. Group III will meet at 7:30
p.m. with Judy Lyle as hostess.
Home Committee meeting Tuesday
Murray-Calloway County Transitional Home Committee will meet Tuesday, Sept. 8, at noon at Pagliai's. Jan Pooloy, chairman, urges all members
and interested persons to attend.
Blankenship Circle plans meeting
Blankenship Circle of South Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church will
meet Wednesday, Sept. 9, at 7 p.m. in the fellowship hall of the church.
Joanne Mahan will be in charge of the program. Refreshments will be
served by Pat Alford and Melonie Lowe.
Free checks on Wednesday
Free blood pressure checks for senior citizens will be given Wednesday,
Aug. 12, from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. at Hazel Community Center. Other activities
will be from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. with lunch to be served at noon. Annette
Burnham, Hazel director, urges all senior citizens to take advantage of this
special service.
Quilt display at Wrather Museum
The Wrather West Kentucky Museum on campus of Murray State University is hosting a quilt show. The Quilt Lovers of Murray and Mrs. Carolyn
Raiford, president of the club, has joined with personnel from Wrather
Museum to collect quilts from Murray and Calloway County and to prepare
them for showing. In addition to new quilts in bright colors and modern patterns, there are several antique quilts of ageless beauty which reflect the
s and lifestyles of West Kentucky's bast quitters. •Murray-Calloway
County Oulhs' will be on exhibit through December 1002. The museum is
open to the public at no charge Hours are 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., Monday
through Friday, and 10 a.m. to 2 pm. Saturday. The museum is closed Sundays and University holidays.
DES sponsoring fundraiser
Murray Galloway County Disaster Emergency Services (DES) Rescue is
sponsoring a fund-raising project to raise funds to upgrade equipment. During this period, a person with a letter of authorization from Kenneth Reynolds, chief of the local DES unit, will call on local residents to thoroughly
explain the project. The unit asks all residents to support the project his year
as they have done in the pest.
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AMY WALLIS-SPEIGHT
at Shear

Oaks' events planned
Ladies' day events at the Oaks
Country Club will be Wednesday,
Sept. 9.
Bridge will be played at 9 a.m.
with Pam Kelly as hostess.
Golf play will start at 9 a.m.
with Manh Broach as hostess.
Any one not listed in the lineup
but desiring to play may come
and be paired at the tee.
The lineup is as follows:
TIII• 1 - Murrell' Walker, Joanna

Pottertown
Club to meet

Mr. and Mrs. Euel Bray

Anniversary reception'
will be at bank building
Mr. and Mrs. Euel Bray will celebrate their 50th wedding anniversary on Sunday, Soept. 13.
A reception will be from 2 to 4 p.m. in the Community Room of
North Branch of Peoples Bank.
le requests
All relatives and friends are invited to attend. The c
gifts.
bring
not
guests
that
Mr. and Mrs. Bray were married Sept. 14, 1942, at Charleston, Mo.
Charles H. Gale was the officiating minister.
Their attendants were James Outland and James Chaney of Murray.
Mrs. Bray, the former Ruby Pittman, is the daughter of the late
Eugene Pittman and Ethel Sills Pittman of Brandon's Mill aea of .Calloway County.
Mr. Bray is retired from Texgas of Murray. He is the son of the late
Bonny Bray and Emma Outland Bray, also of Brandon's Mill area.

ENDAR
CAL
(Cont'd from page 6)
Tuesday, Sept.'8
Tuesday, Sept. 8
Wadesboro Hometwakers'
Memorial Baptist Church events
Club/11 a.m./Sirloin Stockade.
include Eva Wall Circle/2 p.m. at
Home.
Events at Calloway County Publ- West View Nursing
ic Library include Parents and
Twos/9:30 a.m. and Story Health Express of MurrayHour/10:30 a.m.
Calloway County Hospital/
Calloway County Public
Coffee Break at Martin's Chapel Library/8-11:30 a.m. and 12:30-3
United Methodist Church/9:30 p.m.
a.m.
Administration of GED test/8
Murray TOPS #34 at 7 a.m./Counseling and Testing
p.m./First Presbyterian Church.
Center, Ordway Hall, Murray
State University. Info/762-6851.
Bingo/7 p.m./Knights of Columbus building.
National Scouting Museum/
open 9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Parents Anonymous/6 p.m.
Info/753-0082.
Land Between the Lakes' events
include Homeplace-1850, WoodRecovery Inc.f7 p.m./Red Cross lands Nature Center and Golden
Chapter House, Mayfield. Pond Visitor Center open daily.
Info/1-924-5602.
Info/1-247-5469.

Pottertown Homemakers Club
will open the 1992-93 club year
with a meeting on Wednesday,
Sept. 9, at 10 a.m. at Mayflower
Restaurant, Holiday Inn.
New officers fox, the coming
year are Wanda Dixon, president;
Rosina Zimmerman, vice president; Kay Carlson, secretary;
Mary Moore, treasurer.
Lottie Hurt, vice president,
presided at the last meeting with
11 members present. Lavine Carter gave the opening prayer.
Landscape hints on when to
apply fertilizer were giVen by
Louise Short.
Anita Purvis directed the
recreation.
Also present were Mary
Moore, Kay Carlson, Christine
Collins, Iva Alford, Mary Hopson, Nancy Wright and Wanda
Dixon.

has joined the staff
, Lunacy, located on campus.

1411 Olive Blvd.,
across from Ordway Hall
Walk-ins Welcome or Call

Brandon. Peggy Algood and Lisa
Watson;
Ti. 2 - Ada Robins, Sue Stone,
Irene Woods and Shirley Wade,
Tee 3 - Stirlen" &OWN, Laura
Parker, Sue Lamb and Grace James,
Tee 4 - Sus Wells, Dons Rose,
Hazel Beale and Crystal Parks;
Tie 5 - Joanne Honetanger, Jan
Ochoa, Bonne Yaws and Erma Tuck,
Tee 7- Mary Alice Garner, Bobbie
Burks, Anna Lou Coleman and Martha
Enix;
Tee 9 - Agnes Payne, Linda
Roach, Martha Broach and Mary C
Lamb.

753-2709.
$3.00 off cut with style
and
Free Beauticontrol Makeover
Available With Coupon

DAILY SHIPPING
U.P.S. & U.S. POSTAL
SERVICE
M-S 9:00-5:00

TREASURE HOUSE
OF GIFTS
Southside Shopping Center • 753-6798

Radio!hack

SINCE 1921

A MERICA'S

TECHNOLOGY STORE'

All-new for 1993-our 172-page, full-color catalog!
in for your copy. Supply limited.
FREE! Come

Births listed
Cara Brianne Rowe
Mr. and Mrs. Chip Rowe of
Antioch, Tenn., are the parents of
a daughter, Cara Brianne Rowe,
born on Saturday, Aug. 8, at Baptist Hospital, Nashville, Tenn.
The baby weighed seven pounds
two ounces and measured 19 1/2
inches. The mother is the former
Gaye Gardner. A son is Corey
Champion, 8. Grandparents are
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Gardner of
Murray and Mr. and Mrs. Ellis
Rowe of Owensboro. Greatgrandparents are Mrs. Christine
Hollins of Auburn, Mrs. Helen
England of Owensboro, Mrs. Bernice Gardner of Paris, Tenn., and
Mr. and Mrs. Ruble Thurman of
Murray.
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TANDY
Includes
24 DeskMate
home-oriented
applications
_
tip

SAVE
S500
MEMORE

SAVE 8100

on our home PC with monitor!

VHS camcorder with 12x power zoom

•Tandy 1000 RLX-FD PC• VGA color monitor
• Mouse Reg Separate Items 1099 90 .25 1452 4044
,1048
Add a 40MB hard drive for only MO morel .7,

Low As S25 Per Month •

•Records by the light of a single candle
a Flying erase head ensures glitch-free editing
1 16-827
Reg. 899.00 ,

THE BEST ANTENNAS
Kelsey Lynne Daniel
Mr. and Mrs. Michael L.
Daniel of Rt. 1, Box 374, Murray, are the parents of a daughter,
Kelsey Lynne Daniel, born on
Saturday, Aug. 29, at MurrayCalloway County Hospital. The
baby weighed seven pounds eight
ounces and measured 20 1/2
inches. The mother is the former
Debbie L. Farris. Grandparents
are Dr. and Mrs. Robert E. Daniel
and Mr. and Mrs. L.D. Farris, all
of Murray. A great-grandmother
is Mrs. Auberna Perkins of
Murray.

at over 6600 locations

SPECIAL PURCHASE!
City/suburban model

TANDY

SAVE '100

•Compare to our VU-90
at $35.97 015.1712

Handheld cellular

Mast extra

Low As $15 Per Month•

SUPERCOLOR SPECIAL

•Our smallest cellular weighs only
11.1 oz. Reg. 399.95 '171060

3 ANTENNAS IN 1 • VHF • UHF • FAA

SPECIAL PURCHASE!
Long-range model

'Requires new activation and Service COnint.trnent with Radio
Shack Cellular carnet Price may vary depending On Service
olan selected pt ice without activation $549 951 Otter void .n
CA Cletails in store .

•Compare to our VU-190
at $89.97 "15.1718

Mast extra

Murray Lions Club/6:30
p.m./Murray Woman's Club
House.
Dexter Center/senior activities/
9:30 a.m.
Weaks Center/open 9 a.m.-4
p.m./for senior citizens'
activities.

SAVE '140

SAVE $70

Our best!
3-way speaker

Police/fire scanner
keeps you informed

Alzheimer's Disease Support
Group/ 4 : 3 0
p.m./Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. Info/762-1100 or
753-5561.

Low As $15 Per Month •

•200-channel storage
•HyperScan' high-speed ,
scan and search

•15" woofer for bass
you can actually feel
Reg. 299.95 .40 4039

Reg. 299.95 .20 138

Cardiac Support Group/10
a.m./board room of MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Alcoholics Anonymous/open
meeting/8 p.m./American Legion
Hall, South Sixth and Maple
Streets, Murray.

-74-.f4g l51'7(

CUT 48%
SIJPERTAPE• SAVE 40%

Murray Star Chapter No. 433
Order of Eastern Star/7:30
p.m./Masonic Hall.
Security
Social
Representative/10:30 a.m.-12:3(
p.m./Calloway County Public
Library.
First United Methodist Church
events include Mother's Morning
Out/9 a.m.; Waters/Doran Circle
at Youth Center and Tucker/Frost
Circle at church/9:30 a.m.; Adult
Exercise/5 p.m.; Disciple Bible
Study/6 p.m.
First Baptist Church events
include Mother's Day Out/9:30
a.m., Louella &Moe Group with
Carla Rowing and Louie Moon
Group with Roberta Ward/7 p m

BO or 9O-m. cassettes
60-mm n aud,,, 12 pak) Reg. 1.99 *44 902

SALE 51.99

90-min audio (2-pak) Reg. 2 39 .44 an

Lightweight

headphones
•Comfortable fit
Reg. 21.95 ri33.107,

CUT 32%
6 or 4-outlet power strip
.6-outlet Reg. 21.95+61-2619
•4-outlet Reg. 15.95 *61-2620

OUTER LIMITS® PERM
Rog.SOO

Shampoo haircut
and sty* included Additional
hair and
iong
harge for
design wraps
&Ye price ellective through
Saturday. Seetornber 12.

Rade"!Melt

1 32% OFF
111- Portable
AM/FM radio

ey
enn
JCP
Styling Salon
SI ekst. •

flrl
ems.Jerftnn.,Conteeny, to(

Monday-Tuesday-Wednesday 10-8;
Thursday & Friday 9-8;
Saturday 9-6; Sunday 1-5
No Appointment Necessary Call 759 9811

•Full-size portable delivers
great sound Rog. 2445 112 716

CUT 20%
Desk/wall
phone
Reg. 24.95
Almond 143-539
Wroe •43 540

6V lantern

Cat No
a23-016
a23-600
125-561
023-582
123-563
$23584

There's a Radio Shack Near YouCheck Your Phone Book

Most Major Cradft
Cards Welconia

'ores apply at participating stores

and dealers

Saki
2 99
32
31

•tai•r

V. 4;

'

-,41•4:k
.1t

•••
• .
- 4;4,
4-.4

`•

'41"
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Elway engineers 17-13 Bronco win over L.A.
By JOHN MOSSMAN
AP Sports Writer

DENVER - Just when things seemed darkest, when the
game seemed hopelessly lost, John Elway shrugged off his
own lethargy. kick-started a moribund Denver offense and
produced yet another miracle.
Elway drove the Broncos 85 yards in the final three
minutes for a 1-yard touchdown run by Reggie Rivers and
a 17-13 victory over the Los Angeles Raiders on Sunday
night.
Elway, producing the 20th victorious fourth-quarter
comeback drive of his 10-year career, completed passes of
15 yards to Mark Jackson and 9 and 48 yards to rookie
Arthur Marshall to set up the clinching score.
Greg Lewis faked into the line and Elway deceptively
handed off to Rivers, who skirted around right end with 55
seconds left.
Raiders quarterback Jay Schroeder then fumbled the ball
away in the waning seconds - his fourth turnover of the
came

"He always gives you hope, no matter how bad things
look," Denver coach Dan Reeves said of Elway. "John
did the job in the last three minutes. That's when he's at
his best. I don't know what he does or how he does it, but
he comes through time and time again with the big plays."
Elway, Who eluded blitzing cornerback Terry McDaniel
on his key 48-yardcr to Marshall, said, "I was struggling.
It was just a matter of hanging in there. I just never give
up hope. I really have confidence that if we can just hang
in there, we'll have a good chance to come back."
Raider coach Art Shell, losing to Denver for the first
time in six meetings, could only shake his head. "The
guy's a great player," Shell said.
The victory came despite a frustrated effort that found
Elway being booed by the usually loyal Denver fans.
Denver managed only one first down and 23 yards in
trailing 10-7 at halftime. Denver's defense was its only
offense for a time, as linebacker Michael Brooks accounted
for the only TD until the finish, returning a fumble 54
yards just five minutes into the game.
- The Broncos finished with just 200 yards, including the

,
40

Kentucky unveils new offense
to knock offChippewas 21-14
By MIKE EMBRY

Detroit D'can't prevent Bears' rally;
Harbaugh hits Waddle for 27-24 win

AP Sports Writer

LEXINGTON. Ky.- Kentucky gave a small peek of its new
offense against Central Michigan. Fourth-ranked Florida will probably get to open the package.
Kentucky, working primarily out of the 1-Bone, opened the season Saturday night with a 21-14 victory over Central Michigan.
When the ball left the hand of quarterback Pookie Jones, who led
the way with 18 carries, it usually ended up in the hands of
fullbacks.
-We didn't see the tip of the iceberg." Kentucky coach Bill
Curry said at his Sunday news conference. "We saw the frost on
the tip of the iceberg and that's all."
Even the talk about a wide-open passing game failed to materialize as the Wildcats completed eight of 12 for 108 yards. Jones hit
seven of 10 for 109 yards and rushed for another 53 yards.
."I'm very pleased with him," Curry said of Jones' performance.
"He showed toughness and Leadership."
t"--Now Kentucky must prepare for Saturday's game at Florida.
"There's a ton of work to be done this week and now we take on
one of the dominate powers," said Curry. "There will have to be a
quantum jump in our performance on Saturday."
Kentucky held a 21-3 lead in the third quarter, only to have the
Chippewas score 11 points in the final period and threaten to get
even closer.
- -We've got to learn to finish the job," said Curry. "Clearly.
we haven't learned it yet."
The Kentucky coach was disturbed by the play of die special
teams on kickoffs, a missed field goal and a clipping penalty that
wiped out a strong kickoff return.
."These things are devastating if allowed to persist." said Curry.
"It will be corrected immediately. They should never show up in
our performance."
Curry blamed some of Kentucky's lackluster performance in the
fourth quarter on substitutions.
"Had we left the starters in the game we probably would have
not lost that focus," he said. "We put in a lot of backups and they
didn't show a lot of poise. They'll get better each time they go out.
We'd like to play all the players we think earn the right without
_suffering a lapse of concentration."

85 produced by the final march, compared to Los Angeles'
314. The Raiders thwarted Denver scoring opportunities on
six occassions.
Nick Bell bulled 1 yard for the lone Raiders touchdown
in the second quarter, and Jeff Jaeger added field goals of
41 and 34 yards.
The Raiders' first three possessions ended disastrously.
On the first, Schroeder was stripped of the ball by linebacker Karl Mecklenburg and Brooks ran in with the
fumble for a 7-0 advantage.
Then Schroeder was intercepted by Le-Lo Lang, who
returned 26 yards to the Los Ahgeles 34-yard line. The
feeble Broncos attack, however, went backward on the
ensuing series, and after Elway was sacked for an 8-yard
loss by Anthony Smith the Broncos punted.
Eric Dickerson fumbled when hit by Brooks, and Alton
Montgomery ran 66 yards to the Los Angeles 15. But
again Denver misfired. On third-and-8, Elway scrambled to
his right, pulled up to throw and was blindsided by Smith,
forcing a fumble that was recovered by Ronnie Lott at the
2.

By DAVE GOLDBERG
AP Football Wrfter

CHICAGO - Say this for the
Prevent Defense. It doesn't prevent much but it creates a lot of
excitement.
In this case, the final excitement went to the Chicago Bears,
just barely, in a game that didn't
get exciting until it was nearly
over. There were three touchdowns in the final three minutes
}
and four in the final 10.
After Rodney • Peete had given
Detroit the lead with a 27-yard
TD pass to Willie Green, the
Bears drove 74 yards in 1:11 to
beat the Lions 27-24 on Jim Harbaugh's 6-yard TD pass to Tom
Waddle with one second left.
The confrontation between last

year's two NFC Central leaders
was the ninth straight opening
day win for Chicago. It came, at
least in part the-cause of the "prevent," the defense Detroit used
after the Peete-Green connection
gave the Lions a 24-20 lead with
1:12 left.
"I didn't think we had much
of a chance," said Neal Anderson, whose 18-yard run had put
Chicago ahead, 20-17 with 2:56
left.
So Harbaugh, who finished
with 19 completions in 30
attempts for 227 yards, took
advantage.
He threw 9 yards to Mark
Green, 8 to Ron Morris and 13 to
Anderson, then scrambled 14
yards. The ball was at the Detroit
11, and there still were 19 sec-

Tewksbury's NL-leading ERA
climbed from 2.01 to 2.05. He
has walked only 17 in 206
innings this season.
The right-hander is scheduled
for five more starts in his bid to
win 20 games for the first time.
Cardinals manager Joe Torre
said he didn't think Tewksbury's
back problem was serious.
Todd Worrell, the Cardinals
third reliever, pitched a perfect
ninth for his third save.

By RALPH BERNSTEIN
AP Sports Writer

PHILADELPHIA - Herschel
Walker ran for 114 yards on 26
carries and scored a touchdown
in his Philadelphia debut as the
Eagles beat the New Orleans
Saints 15-13 Sunday.
Walker, signed to a two-year
multi-million dollar contract as a
free agent, became the first

Eagles running back to gain 100
or more rushing yards since
Heath Sherman ran for 124 on
Nov. 12, 1990. He also caught
four passes for 28 yards.
After missing almost all of last
season with a knee injury, Randall Cunningham returned by
throwing a pair of TD passes for
the Eagles. He was sacked six
times, fumbling on three
occasions.

The win was Oakland's first
after five straight losses following the trade of Jose C_anseco to
the Texas Rangers.
Sierra, who hadn't played since
Monday's trade because he had
the chicken pox, scored from first
on Dave Henderson's single. He
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"I looked it off to the right
and hit Tom's belly button,"
Harbaugh said.
"We lost by 45 last year and
it's no tougher this year," coach
Wayne Fontes said. "A loss is a
loss whether it's one point or
45."

SUCCeSSOF.

Crowe. 44. was starting his
third year as head coach. He
was hired Jan. 22, 1990, after
Ken Hatfield left Arkansas for
Clemson.
"It is obvious the program
is not where we want it to be
and not where it should be,"
Crowe said. "Razorback fans
deserve better than that. 1
believe it is in the best interests of all concerned that the
head coaching responsibility
be turned over to someone
else."
Kines, a former linebackers
coach for the NFL's Tampa
Bay Buccaneers, was credited
with dramatically improving a
weak defensive unit in 1991,
his first year at Arkansas.
Arkansas was 3-8 in
Crowe's first year and 6-6 last
year during their last trip
through the Southwest
Conference.
The Razorbacks switched to
a one-back offense during the
spring and Crowe promised a
more exciting attack as Arkansas prepared to move into the
Southeastern Conference this
fall.
But against The Citadel. the
Razorbacks threw for only 110
yards.

His comeback was successful,
but his timing appeared off under
the Saints' furious rush. His
scrambling was limited to 22
yards on six carries. He completed 18 of 25 passes for 155
yards.
The Eagles took a 6-0 lead in
the first period on Cunningham's
2-yard pass to Walker. The Saints
tied it on 39- and 31-yard field
goals by Morten Andersen, but

Philadelphia led 9-6 at halftime
on Roger Ruz,ek's 18-yarder.
The Eagles went ahead 15-6 in
the third period as Cunningham
threw 20 yards to Fred Barnett.
Vai Sikahema's 34-yard punt
return set in motion a six-play,
42-yard drive for the winning
touchdown.
New Orleans drove 80 yards
(Coned on page 9)
4

NATIONAL LEAGUE
Sundays Games
Houston 3, Montreal 1
Los Angeles 7, Pittsburgh 5
Atlanta 4, Philadelphia 3
Cincinnati 6, New York 1
St. Louis 5, San Francisco 3
San Diego 3, Chicago 1
"I'm trying to show the Cardinals, or some other team, that I
can be a closer next year," Worrell said.
Giants starter Larry Carter

(0-1), making his major league
debut, allowed five runs on eight
hits with three walks and four
strikeouts in 4 2-3 innings.
The Giants have lost 11 of
their last 12 and 15 of their last
19. The Cardinals got back to the
.500 mark with the victory
(67-67).
The Cardinals scored a run in
the first on a single by Geronirno
-Pena and a double by Felix Jose.
The Giants two runs in the sec(Coat's/ on page 9)

Sierra brings home winning run for A's
OAKLAND, Calif. (AP) Ruben Sierra raced home with
the winning run in his first game
with Oakland when center fielder
Bob Zupcic overthrew the cutoff
man in the 10th inning Sunday
night as the Athletics defeated
the Boston Red Sox 2-1.

Harbaugh dropped back,
Waddle cut over the middle and
Harbaugh threaded the ball
between three Lions for the

FA4FTTEV1LLE. Ar,k.
(AP) Jack Crowe quit Sunday as head football coach at
the University of Arkansas,
one day after the Division 1
Razorbacks suffered an embarrassing 10-3 loss to The
Citadel. a Division I-AA
school.
Defensive coordinator Joe
Kines, an assistant coach for
28 years, was named Crowe's

Walker gains 11.4 in successful Eagle debut

Jose hammers Giants in Cards' 5-3 win
ST. LOUIS (AP) - Bob
Tewksbury a 20-game winner? It
could haiopen.
recorded his 15th
Tevjr 1•1
victory, and Felix Jose drove in
two runs with a homer and a double as the St. Louis Cardinalsbeat the San Francisco Giants 5-3
Sunday.
Tewksbury (15-5) allowed
three runs on three hits with one
walk and one strikeout. He left
the game after five innings with a
stiff lower back.

onds left.
Harbaugh used 14 of them,
overthrowning Wendell Davis in
the end zone twice, and hitting
Morris at the 6. Now it was
fourth down and there were 5
seconds left.

Crowe resigns
after 10-3 loss
to The Citadel

AMERICAN LEAGUE
Sundays Gams
New York 7, Texas 0
Toronto 4, Minnesota 2
Cleveland 12, Seattle 9 (11)
Detroit 6, Mihvauke• 2
Kansas City 3, Chicago 2
California 6, Baltimore 2

charged home from third when
three different Red Sox players
went after the wild throw and no
one covered home plate.
Lance Blackenship singled
with one out in the 10th off losing pitcher Paul Quantrill (2-3).
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Speedy Chang advances
in Open with quick win
By STEVE WILSTEIN
AP Sports Writer

NEW YORK - Michael
Chang, a sparrow among eagles,
flits around the stadium court at
the U.S. Open trying to prove
he can soar with the biggest and
best in tennis.
Wielding a racket nearly half
his size and wider than his
chest, using his brains to compensate for his lack of brawn,
Chang is in the fourth round
after his third straight-set victory, 6-3, 6-3, 6-1 over Arnaud
Boetsch on Sunday.
The fourth round, though,
was Chang's stopping point
here three times - 1988, 1989
and last year. In two other
appearances, he got knocked
out in the second and third
rounds.
The smallest and lightest of
men's players at 5-foot-8, 145
pounds, he is seeded No. 4 and
is never among the favorites to
win on these fast, hard courts.
The Open simply suits big,
booming servers like Stefan
Edberg, Pete Sampras and Boris
Becker, the last three winners.
Ivan Lendl, a 2-6, 6-4, 6-3,
6-4 winner over Chuck Adams
on Sunday, captured three
Opens and reached five other

finals from 1982 to 1989 on the
strength of his serves, the power and steadiness of his
groundstrokes, and his indomitable mental attitude.
Edberg, seeded No. 2, moved
along in defense of his title
without dropping a set, going
into the fourth round by beating
fellow Swede Jonas Svensson
6-4, 6-2, 6-2. Edberg will play
Richard Krajicek, a 6-1, 6-3,
6-2 winner over Mark
Woodforde.
Becker advanced, 6-1, 4-6,
7-6 (7-1), 6-3, winner over German compatriot Carl-Uwe
Steeb, to set up a match against
Lendl. Wayne Ferreira, another
power player, beat Wally Masur
6-4, 6-4, 6-2, and will next face
Emilio Sanchez, a 5-7, 6-1, 6-7
(7-4), 7-6 (7-3) 6-4 winner over
his brother, Javier.
Defending champion Monica
Seles, tall and lanky and pummeling groundstrokes as hard as
ever, moved along easily into
the quarterfinals Sunday with a
6-1, 6-2 victory over Gigi Fernandez. Gabriela Sabatini, a
6-1, 6-3 winner over Sabine
Appelmans, also advanced to
the quarters but didn't show
nearly the power or aggressiveness she displayed in taking the
title in 1990.
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Cardinals' valiant effort falls short at Ohio State
By RUSTY MILLER
AP Sports Writer
MN.

a

COLUMBUS, Ohio - Jeff
Brohm spotted the open man just
as he released the ball. He just
couldn't get it to him.
A game of turnovers and mistakes came down to a game of
with
pitch and catch Saturday
the pitch too high for Ralph
Dawkins to catch - as 17thranked Ohio. State edged Louisville 20-19.
After Tim Williams' 26-yard
field goal with 3:09 left put the
Buckeyes ahead 20-13, Louisville
put together a 67-yard drive, that
ended with Dawkins scoring on a
2-yard run with 33 seconds left.
After huddling with his offense
on the sideline, Louisville coach
Howard Schnellenberger elected
to go for the two-point conversion. Brohm rolled left under
heavy pressure from Ohio State
freshman defensive tackle Dan
Wilkinson and lobbed a pass into
the left corner of the end zone.

"Their lineman (Wilkinson)
shot right up the middle and I
saw him right away in my face,"
Brohm said. "I tried to go left
because that's where the patter
was, but I ended up going left
and backward.
"I couldn't quite square
around. I tried to give it some air,
but it just didn't work. I saw
Dawkins right before I threw it. I
knew there was one man between
us, but I thought he (Dawkins)
might run it down."
He didn't. And as the ball
rolled through the end zone, Ohio
State - favored by 17 points was able to take a deep breath.
"It was a victory and we'll
take it anyway we can," Ohio
State coach John Cooper said. "I
think we dodged a bullet. Anytime a team is going for two
points to win a game, sure, you
have to say you dodged a bullet.
No question about it."
Schnellenberger said he never
gave a thought to kicking the
tying extra point, because Louis-
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(Coned from page 8)
for its final score in the fourth
period, Bobby Hebert throwing
the final 10 to Wesley Carroll
with 3:14 remaining.
Before the game the Eagles
retired the No. 99 jersey of Jerome Brown, the two-time Pro
Bowl defensive tackle who died
in an automobile accident June
25. The number was presented to
Brown's parents, Willie and
Annie Brown, by Seth Joyner and
Reggie White.
Even without Brown, the
Eagles held the powerful Saints'
rushing game to 55 yards on 16
carries. They held Hebert to 12
completions on 30 throws for 156
yards.
The Eagles started by driving
80 yards on 11 plays, with Cunningham throwing to Walker for
the final 2 yards. The drive was a
Cunningham-Walker production,
with Walker running for 43
yards, including a 32-yarder to
the 11, and Cunningham completing three passes and gaining 19
on a pair of scrambles.
The Saints struck back with
Andersen's 39-yarder after Cunningham was sacked and
fumbled, Rickey Jackson recovering at the Philadelphia 46.
New Orleans tied it on
Andersen's 31-yarder after a
drive bogged at the Eagles' 13.

ville was 0-4-1 against Big Ten
teams.
"It's pointless to go for a tie.
We've tied a Big Ten school
before but we haven't beaten one,
and we came up here to do that,"
Schnellenberger said.
"They rolled the dice and went
for the win," Cooper said.
"We wanted to send the tight
end across the middle because he
would be open if there was a
blitz, then we sent Dawkins
underneath and Greg Brohm deep
behind him" Schnellenberger
said. "It was the right call
against the defense. We had two
men wide open. He lofted it so
one of the two could catch it but
it just ended up between them."
Cooper said, "To be honest
with you, we feel fortunate to
win by one point."
On the ensuing onside kickoff,
the Cardinals' Ray Buchanan
picked up the bouncing ball and
appeared to break into the open.
But it was ruled he touched the
ball before it traveled 10 yards.

Ohio State took over possession
and ran out the clock.
Ohio State beat Louisville
23-15 a year ago under similar
circumstances when a late Cardinal attempt to tie came up short.
The Buckeyes, 88-11-4 in
openers, jumped out to a 10-0
lead on a 30-yard field goal by
Williams and a 50-yard run off a
reverse by flanker Joey
Galloway.
"We should have put the game
away," Cooper said. "We
weren't able to break the game
open this year and we weren't
able to do it last year."
Louisville finished last in the
nation in rushing yards per game
during last year's 2-9 season. But
the Cardinals rushed for 162
yards on 35 carries against the
Buckeyes. A year ago, they had
27 yards on 28 attempts against
Ohio State.
Herbstreit completed 16 of 20
passes for 180 yards with to
interceptions for Ohio State.

MTSU rallies from late 10-point
deficit; Colonels, UT-Martin win
By The Associated Press
Three Ohio Valley Conference
kicked off their seasons with victories while another three suffered losses in their openers.
In OVC games Saturday, Eastern Illinois defeated Austin Peay
14-9, Tennessee-Martin blanked
Delta State 24-0, Eastern Kentucky beat Western Kentucky
21-7 and Marshall crushed Morehead State, 49-7.
Middle Tenn. 35, Tenn. St. 31
In the only intra-conference
game Saturday, Walter Dunson
rushed for 164 yards and two
touchdowns to lead the Middle
Tennessee State Blue Raiders to a
35-31 victory over. Tennessee
State in Nashville.
Marcus Moye's touchdown run
the third quarter, followed_ by a
14-yard touchdown pass from
James Wade to John Frierson in
the fourth, put the Tigers (0-1,
0-1) up 31-21.
Middle Tennessee (0-1, 1-0)
came back on the next possession
with a four-minute drive capped
with a trick play. Quarterback
Kelly Holcomb pitched to Dunson, who threw back to Holcomb
for the touchdown.
Dunson caught three passes

Jose...

and rushed for 22 yards during
the final Blue Raider drive, setting up Kippy Bayless for the
1-yard winning touchdown run
with 41 seconds left in the game.
EKU 21, WKU 7
In Bowling Green, Ky., it was
enieeting of intrastate but nonconference rivals. Eastern Kentucky tailback Markus Thomas
rushed for 112 yards and a touchdown to lead the Colonels past
the Hilltoppers.
Eastern Kentucky recovered a
fumble on Western's first possession and scored on Thomas'
4-yard run with 12:47 left in the
first quarter.
The Colonels stretched their
lead to 14-0 in the second quarter
on a two-play, 57-yard drive
capped by fullback Mike Penman's 17-yard TD run.
Eastern struck again on the
opening kickoff of the second
half when Leon Brown rambled
100 yards for a touchdown to
take a 21-0 lead.
The Hilltoppers avoided a
shutout when defensive end Chris
Brooks scooped up a fumble and
ran 25 yards for a touchdown.
Eastern III. 14, Austin Peay 9
Eastern Illinois' Eric Wood
picked up a blocked punt and

Make ONE Stop Do It All

(Cont'd from page 8)
ond when Tewksbury, who had
hit only one batter all year, hit
the first two batters, Matt Willilams and Kirt Manwaring.
Greg Linton doubled to drive
in Williams and Manwaring
scored on an error by catcher
Rich Gedman. Manwaring was
attempting to score on a flyball to
center and was first called out by
umpire Charlie Williams and then
safe when Gedman dropped the
ball.
The Giants added a run in the
third on a doubles by Will Clark
and Williams.
The Cardinals scored three
runs in the fourth on a home run
by Todd Zeile, a two-out single
by Jose Oquendo, a double by
Tewksbury and a triple by Pena.
Jose's fifth-inning home run,
his 13th, hit the scoreboard in
right-center field and was measured at 460 feet.

Fast Friendly Service•76 Gasoline • Ky Lottery• Cigarettes(Lowest
Legal Carton Price, Specials, Coupons & FREE Gifts)• Groceries •
Snacks • Coffee • Sandwiches • Drinks • Ice Cream • Food Stamps
Accepted • Most Major Credit Cards Accepted.

returned it 16 yards for a touchdown as the visitors defeated
Austin Peay.
Ray McElroy blocked the punt
for Eastern Illinois (1-0), with
9:30 left in the third quarter.
Austin Peay (0-1) scored early
in the first quarter on a 1-yard
run by Eric Dance.
Bill Korosac scored on a
53-yard run with 14:24 remaining
in the game before Steve Munnell's conversion tied the score at
7-7.
UT-Martin 24, Delta St. 0
Tennssee-Martin's William
Parson rushed for 97 yards and
scored one touchdown as the Pacers shut out Delta State.
Tennessee-Martin (1-0) held
the Delta State Statesmen (0-1) to
171 yards offense in the season
opening game for each team.
Marshall 49, Morehead St. 7
In Huntington, W. Va., Orlando Hatchett ran for two touchdowns and 117 yards to spark
Marshall to an overwhelming victory over visiting Morehead
State.
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LABOR DAY
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2 Days Only

a

Saturday 8 a m -5 p m ard Monday 2 p m -7 p.m.

Prices will never be lower on
'92 Corollas, Tel cels, Paseos,
Celicas, Camry Wagons & Trucks.
Sale positively ends at 7 pm.Sept. 7, 1992
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AMERICAN LEAGUE
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Seal*
Saturbrje Games
Toronto 7. lannesola 3
Cleveland 5. Sean, 4
Texas 7, Now Yak 3
Boston 7, °attend 3
Milwaukee 10. Dame 3
6, 8 innings. ran
Chcago 12. Karon
BaNniore 4. California 1
Sunday's Genies
Nevi Vont 7. Texas 0
Toronto 4, Waseca 2
Cleveland 12, Seattle 9, 12 innings
Damn S. Lavraukee 2
Kansas City 3. Chicago 2
California 5. Bakirriont 2
Oakland 2. Boston 1, 10 Innings
Monday** Gams
Seal (Leary 11-7) a Mnnesola (Enckson 10-10).
1 06 p.m.
Cleveland (Gook 5-6) al Miwailise (Eldred 6-1).
35 p.m
Oakland Moore 13-10) at Caftan" (Valera 6-9),
3.05 p.m.
New Vont (Perez 12-13) a Baltimore liAcOonald
12-10), 5.05 pm
Toronto (Monts 18-5) at Kansas City (Reed 24).
705 p.m
Boston (Clemens 17-8) at Texas (Ryan 5-8). 705
ym.
RATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
Pct,
GS
W L
5111
79 57
Plaiburgh
551 4
75 61
Montreal
504 10A
16 67
Chicago
500 11
67 67
St Louis
459 164
62 73
New York
80
403 24
54
Philadelphia
West Division
GB
Pct.
W L
593
80 55
Atlanta
Y.
6544
62
74
Cinannati
541
7
73 62
San Diego
I5A
71
478
65
Houston
441 20A
GO 76
San Francisco
404 25A
55 It
Los Angeles
Sunday's Games
I
Montreal
Houston 3,
Los Angeles 7. Pktsburgh 5
Atlanta 4, Philadelphia 3
Cinannatl 6, New York 1
St. Loris 5, San Francisco 3
San Diego 3. Chicago 1
Menday4 Games
St Louis (Osborne 10-7) at Montreal (Gardner
p.m
1235
114),
Chicago (Morgan 14-6) at Pittsburgh (Wakelleid
5-11, 1235 p.m.
Los Angoras (Astacio 2-2) at Atlanta (Smoke
14-101 110 pm.
Cindnnall (Rilici 10-9) at House:di (lAillarne 7-4),
235 p.m.
New Tork (Schourtit 4-6) at Philadelphia (Ltilholkind 12-9), 6:05 pm.
San Diego (Seminars 6-3) at San Francisco (Bleat
10-7), 1135 p.m.
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Green Bay
at..
1 003 20 17
1 0
Atlanta
1 000 31 14
1 0
San F ramie°
0 1
000 740
LA Rams
0 1
000 13 15
New Orleans
Sunday's Games
Indianapolis 14. Cleveland 3
Chicago 27. Detroit 24
Bulls* 40. Los Angeles Rama 7
1Annesola 23. Green Bay 20. OT
Philadelphia 15. NOW Orleans 13
Atlanta 20, New Yoh Jets 17
Pittsburgh 29. Houston 24
Cincinnab 21. Seattle 3
Kansas City 24, San Diego 10
Tampa Bay 23. Phoenix 7
San Francisco 31, New York Giants 14
Dormer 17. Los Angeles Racists 13
New England at Mann, ppd , hurricane, react*.
dulled Oct 18
Monday's Game
Washington at Dallas, 9 p m

civ
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Boston Colin* 37, Rutgers
Mani. Ohio 29, West Virginia 29. be
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Alsbarna 25. Vanderbilt 8
Clemson 24. BM St 10
E linos 14. Austin Posy 9
E Kentudiy 21, W Kentucky 7
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Georgia 28, South Carobna 6
Kentucky 21, Cent Lichigan II
Menhal 49, Morehead St 7
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Mssisappt 45, Auburn 21
N Gamine St 35. Appalachian Si 10
North Caroina 35. Wake Forest 17
Southern Mr 23, Winch. St 21
stria021
Carol
oeu
2 E
tie,040.2
4ast
nn 44s
yracu
T•
S
Tennessee 38. SW LC404141r41 3
T11104 AIM 31, LSU 22
Virginia 28. Maryland 15
MIDWEST
lamas 30. N Ulnas 14
Iowa St 35 Oho U 9
Macs id 6c.ra 7

Jane Rogers Insurance
305 N. 12th (Next To Century 21) 753-9627

386SX
Color Monitor
BOMB Hard Drive
Mouse
Modem
Word Processing
Spreadsheet
Database
Prodigy

.WASSX.#.1BOW:

-1.74
I

i

7

'

4
"OW

V.54

F

41.61

)

$1,295.00
Now, at last, there's a remarkably affordable
computer with popular options and software already included.
The IBM® PS/1® Computer gets a high "ease of
use" rating from 99% of its owners.

9CROAGE OF MURRAY
(formerly CBM)

Of Murray, Inc.
753-4961

Jane Ro ers 753-962

IBM® PS/i®

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
a

ARD

"See me for all your family insurance needs."
303 N. 12th
(Next to Century 21)
Slats Farm Insurance companies
Home Office: Bloomington, Illinois
Like a good neighbor, State Farm Is There.

C MPUTER SALE

OPEN 7 DAYS • 24 HOURS
811 Sycamore, Murray • 753-7333

PAGE 9

Authorized
Ailvericied
Products
Deeter
L_

314 Main St. • 753-7733

n
The Intel Inside Logo is a trademark of the Intel Corporatio
Machines Corpor,ition.
Business
al
Internation
of
trademarks
registered
are
IBM and PS/1

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
•••••-•••••
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send the message that
In recognition of workers in our area,we wantto
We're proud to work sid9-bythe American work ethic is alive and well.
call this to your attention
side with the best workers in the world, and we
on this Labor Day.

•

a.

THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Jerry Lewis kicks
off 27th telethon
amid controversy

Obituaries
J.W. Young
J.W. Young, 75, 303 N. Eighth
1936; one daughter, Mrs. Delura
St., Murray, died today (Monday) Mitchell and husband, Philip. of
at 3 a.m. at his home after an
Dallas, Texas; one son, Eddie
illness.
Bruce Young, Houston, Texas;
He had retired from the posione sister, Mrs. Ruth Jewell and
tion of rural mail carrier after 24
husband, Roy, Nashville, Tenn.;
years of service. Young was a
two sisters-in-law. Mrs. Joanie
member of the Glendale Road
Young and Mrs. Berline Young,
Church of Christ.
--both of Murray; two grandchilBorn Aug. 16, 1917, in Callodren, Jay and Scott Hill; and two
way County, he was the son of
the late Wiley Young and Mary great-grandchildren, Sarah and
Scottie Hill.
Etta Witherspoon Young.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Irene Grogan Young, to in charge of funeral arrangements
whom he was married May 19, which are incomplete at this time.

Mrs. Hattie Kratz
Funeral services for Mrs. Hattie Kratz were Sunday at 2 p.m.
in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home.
John Dale officiated. Singing
was provided by the Glendale
Road Church of Christ Singers
with musical direction by Jerry
Bolls.
Pallbearers were James M.
Mayfield, Billy M. Erwin, Joe
Tom Erwin, Tim Erwin, Bucky
Erwin and Billy Rue Nix.
Burial was in the South Pleas-

1

r7.

ant Grove Cemetery.
Mrs. Kratz, 96, of Almo, died
Friday at 12:17 a.m. at West
Kentucky Manor in Clinton.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Sally Stewart, husband
Billy, Puryear, Tenn.; one son,
Jack Young and wife, Levine,
Almo; two brothers, Harry Bazzell, New Mexico and Leon Bazzell, California; eight grandchildren and several greatgrandchildren.

LAS VEGAS (AP) — Jerry
Lewis kicked off his 27th annual
muscular dystrophy telethon amid
a controversy over its so-called
"pity" approach to fund-raising
that reached all the way to the
White House.
"We've had some negatives
and we've had some positives."
Lewis declared as the show
opened Sunday night. "This
could be the best one of all."
Hours earlier, Robert Ross,
head of the Muscular Dystrophy
Association, released a letter to
President Bush that rebuked a
federal official who criticized the
show for using tragic stories to
raise money.
Evan Kemp, chairman of the
U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, said Friday
that "emotions can be turned on
without pity stories."
"There is a fine line between
compassion and pity. You know
it in the way you're treated,"
said Kemp, who has a form of
muscular dystrophy.
Inuestments Since' 185 I

Stock Market
Report

Mrs. Virginia G. Merrell
Graveside rites for Mrs. Virginia G. Merrell were today at 10
a.m. at Hazel Cemetery.
Miller Funeral Home of Hazel
was in charge of arrangements.
Mrs. Merrell, 89, formerly of
Hazel, died Friday at 11:15 a.m.
at Henry County Medical Center,
Paris, Tenn.
She was of Baptist faith asnd
was a retired apartment manager.
Her parents were the late Bob

Prices as of 9 AM

and Nancy Petty.
Her husband, Daniel Merrell,
preceded her death, along with
three daughters, Minnie Hoffman,
Bobbie Crossno and Jean Nance,
and one brother, Frank Rynakie.

'Price

Chg

NEWARK, NJ. (AP) — A
man escaped arrest in a drug bust
by stealing a police officer's
unmarked cruiser, police said.
The theft Saturday happened as
two officers tried to arrest two
men they saw making a drug
deal, said Detective Derek Glenn,
a city police spokesman. He said
one man began struggling with an
officer and when the other officer
went to help, the other man
jumped into the cruiser and drove
away.
Four days earlier, a marked
state police car was stolen outside a trooper's home in suburban

was the perfect opportunity.
DeJonge, 46, recalled first hearing the Exerly Brothers as a
12-year-old in Ermelo,
Netherlands.
The DeJonges watched Saturday as Maceo native Marty
Brown signed autographs for a
horde of people around his fan
club booth.
But other fans were from closer to home.
Wearing a Skid Row T-shirt,
14-year-old Ralph Mauingly of
Beaver Dam said it was his first
year at the concert. Though Mattingly missed the Everlys' heyday, he said he often hears their
music at home.

Orange. The car was recovered
two hours later with a shotgun
missing from its locked bracket.
Two car theft suspects were
arrested Thursday on charges
they rammed a police car while
trying to escape. One officer suffered back and neck injuries.
On Aug. 30, police in nearby
Belleville shot and critically
wounded a 17-year-old boy in a
stolen car after he rammed a
police cruiser and tried to hit
three officers.
Prosecutors and state officials
are to announce a plan this week
to combat auto theft.

Archaeologist finds camp
are required so that construction
does not destroy a valuable site
unintentionally.
The airport board on Friday
approved $40.300 for continued
exploration. The board already
had authorized $4,900 for the
archaeologists' project.
The finds were important
enough to notify Kentucky's Historical Preservation Office, which
asked for further exploration, said
William Martin, director for airport planning and development.
Rue said six or seven people
would be working at the site for
the next three weeks, stirring up
the soil with plows or discs,
doing intensive collecting of
whatever turns up, and finally,
doing hand-excavating on smaller
sites.
He hopes to uncover tools
which will help date the occupants and more cultural features,
including post holes, which will
tell him about the occupants'
dwellings.
Rue said the site would not
require preservation. When he's
finished, construction can begin.

CINCINNATI (AP) — A camp
the size of two football fields and
dating back more than 3,000
years -*as discovered at the
Cincinnati/Northern Kentucky
International Airport, the project
archaeologist says.
Flint flakes from tool-making,
a pitted stone used for nutcracking and cultural features as
fire hearths and storage pits were
found, said David Rue, project
manager with 3D/Environmental
Services Inc.
Rue said he was guessing the
site is more than 3,000 years old,
because he has found no ceramics. He said he hopes seeds,
charred bones or other organic
matter is found to more accurately date the site.
"It would be more significant
if it were intact," he said, but the
site has been farmed in the past
century or so.
He called it "a large camp
where someone stayed for a
while ... a camp for some kind of
extended family."
The site was uncovered during
a federally mandated "archaeological assessment." Such studies

MADISON, Wis.(AP) — A
Kentucky man has been
charged with eight felonies for
failing to make $65,500 in
court-ordered child support
payments since his 1989
divorce.
Gerald Ziegler, 46. of Dawson Springs, Ky., was charged
Friday with a separate felony
for each 120 days that prosecutors said he failed to support
his family.
If convicted of all eight
charges, the former Sun Prairie
man could be sentenced to 16
years in prison and fined
$80,000, court records said.
Each count carries a maximum
two-year sentence.
On Thursday, the state
Supreme Court heard lawyers
argue whether a former Marathon County man, Keith
Grayson, was properly charged
with multiple felonies for failing to pay child support for
seven years.
Grayson's attorney, John
Pray, said the law does not
mention multiple charges.
But David Becker, an assistant attorney general, said the
charges were a common-sense
way to crack down on .widespread evasion of childsupport payments.
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DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET GEO, INC.
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1991 Oldsmobile
Cutlass Ciera S

Mellencamp weds
model in outdoor
ceremony Saturday

Survivors include two sons,
J.W. Merrell, Paris, Tenn., and
D.J. Merrell, Dallas, Texas; 17
grandchildren; several greatgrandchildren.

Man escapes by stealing cruiser
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Everly festival draws large crowd
CENTRAL CITY, Ky.(AP) —
An annual homecoming festival
for Kentucky music stars Don
and Phil Everly took on an international flavor by drawing music
fans from as far away as the
Netherlands and Germany.
Bert DeJonge and his wife, Lillian, traveled all the way from
Amsterdam for a 14-day excursion in the United States, which
included attending the Everly
Brothers Homecoming that
wrapped up during the weekend.
"We always wanted a reason
to come to the states," DeJonge
said. He added that because he's
a member of the Everlys' international fan club, Homecoming V

Man charged with
eight felonies
related to child
support payments

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 7, 1992

Report
Not
Available

SEYMOUR, Ind.(AP) — Rock
star John Mellencamp married
model Elaine Irwin Saturday
afternoon in an outdoor ceremony
at his cabin near this southern
Indiana town where he grew up.
About 200 family members
and friends attended the wedding,
including Rolling Stone magazine
publisher Jann Wenner, said Mellencamp's publicist, Jody Miller.
Also attending were Mellencamp's three daughters and a
granddaughter.
"It was a beautiful cere—
mony," Miller said.
The marriage is the third for
Mellencamp, 40, and the first for
Irwin, 23.
The couple met earlier this
year while shooting the video for
Mellencamp's single, "Get A
Leg Up."

AM/FM cassette, A/C.
Dark blue, 61,000 miles, loaded

111
Pails

Hwy. 641 South, Murray

YOU
PAY
1
99

FINAL
COST

Report
Not
Available

40.49
HILLIARD
LYONS

99

100
LESS
REBATE

1\

Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366
Additional
Information
Available
Upon Request.

753-2617

SEPTEMBER 1992

HOG MARKET

lallart Lyons a•market maker in Nested.

'8,900

990

44100-sonwiuse

AWE
Hardware

.UIL Whet ILL Lpia I • &de Win wrl UPC

Power Lunch

Silicone Sealant 10 oz.

Soft White Bulbs

Seals cracks, joints, doorframes
and more. Can be applied at
temperatures as low as 230.Clear
or white 11315, 16

For the brightest illumination, use
these long-lasting Soft White
bulbs. Choose 4 pack of 40, 60,
75 or 100 watt 35004,10,11,12
ty,

When Taste Matters

'Does your family know what
funeral arrangements you want?"

Make your best deal of the
day. Have Colombo Frozen
Yogurt for lunch. It's high
in protein and has the rich
creamy taste of premium
ice cream with Y3 fewer
calories.

r.

YOUR CHOICE

i
g
99

'Pt

11

E

Gallon

—

Semi-Gloss
Latex Enamel
Colors Slightly Higher

DAILY SANDWICH SPECIAU
2.89
Thursday-Turkey
Monday-Chicken Salad
3.29
MSU Night - Buy Sandwich And Large
Tuesday-Ham & Cheese 3.39
Drink Receive Small Yogurt Free(With
Wednesday-Pita Burrito 3.29

Keith York, James Coleman and Kelvin York
There is an easy way to make sure you have the exact
arrangements you want without putting a burden on your
family.
Choose the arrangements you want yourself, through the
Family Considerations program.And you can pre-pay them over
time so your family won't in1vrit the bill.
Come see us anytime. With Family Considerations, your
family will never have to worry about your Amoral arrangements.

Children's Night Kids 10 a Under Eat
Free Off Special Children's Menu (2
Children Per 1 Paying Adult)

1304B Chestnut Street •

clft

St.

WHILE SUPPLIES LAST!

rilLMAY
SUPPLY COMPANY

Not valid with any other promotional otter
Limit one per customer
Coupon expires October 15, 1992

Efficient, Dedicated Service - Modern Facilities

753-8800

Coupon redeemable only at
Nature's Bounty Yogurt 8 Sandwiches
1304B Chestnut Street
753-0575

really Canseders belle plena an undar•rri t tan by Uniled Penn ly IAN
Irouretwo Coo perry

3-ma clear or black all purpose
poly has hundreds of uses in
garden or workshop. 58205,
58209

753-0575

FREE TOPPING ON
COLOMBO FROZEN YOGURT.

Funeral Home, Inc.

10x25 Ft. Poly Film

viak*

3.29
1.89

NATURE'S BOUNTY
YOGURT & SANDWICHES

Blalock-Coleman
713 South Fourth

ID.)
Friday-Tuna Salad
Saturday•Veggieland .....
Vabd k4SU

Inc.
753-3361

208 E. Main
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Classified

DEADLINES
Deadlines are 2 days in advance-and are as follows:
Friday 3 p.m.
Monday Edition
Saturday 10 a.m.
Tuesday Edition
Monday 3 p.m.
Wednesday Edition
_3
Tuesday
Edition
Thursday
p.m.
Wednesday
Friday Edition
p.m.
3
.
Thursday
Saturday Edition
ANNOUNCENIEN
Legal Notice
010
Notice
020
Personals
025
. Card of Thanks
030
...... In Memory
040
Lost & Found
050 ...
EMPLOYMENT

.Help Wanted
Situation Wanted
Business Opportunity
Instruction

90
100
110

190 .
370
300
400

FARMERS N1ARKE
. ..... Farm Equipment
_Livestock & Supplies
Poultry & Supplies
. „....... .... Produce
Feed & Seed

MERCHANDISE
For Sale Or Trade
130
Want To Buy
140
Articles For Sale
150 ...
. Appliances
155
Home Furnishings
160
. Antiques
..........
165
Vacuum Cleaners
17cy
Sewing Machines
180
Spurts Equipment
200
Firewood
210
Nlasical
220
.T V. & Radio
260
Pets & Supplies
380
NI I SC F:I.LANElit s
410
540
560
570
240

Public Sale
For Trade
Free Column
Wanted
Miscellaneous

AN AD CALL

TO

Rent-A-Car

minnows Lino Mourn Be..,
&ace craws mo
Graaf CM (ror Pond wood

515 S 12th st '53-2255

muses
0sir

5 Bo
Norway, Sommer 14

Si "aPoioring

,ocation

Southern Stars Co-op
Yummy, KY
(502)753,14211
tO 304 i 10
_a OW or,..ai Kong to IMOD
you, OrOtar Or 0110
To/

Free 1401:4443414.1111

Fish Wagon. Inc.
C
Route 3 Hon
Harnsburg AritAnsos 7:432
1486

WANTED person who
helped young man after
accident on Hwy 280 to
push 1990 white Chevy
pick-up truck off road Incident waxed one week
ago wound 8 3m,Sunday night August 23
Please contact before
Sept 9 tA kl Important
436-2107

LER TO DRI,E
TRACTOR • TRAILERS
p7zwyod
c
,
:
4,

AURORA Pizza Magic Gonuine hand tossed pizza,
fresh salads, sandwiches.
gyros Open al yew at
5pm Closed Mon and
474-8119
Tues
1-800-649-3604
Translate and
Transcribe
Old Gerrnan SCript
Have References
Call Doris Kramer
753-1116

folcUt
U.
PSi
11•71/11/11/ MO/S01/1111•1

ALLIANCE

Maser& anTFOIS
1.1111/11101, T•

CANCER
INSURANCE
NO age limn to apply If

MEETING kx Flexed all natural products, Sept 8th,
700prn at Shoney's, public
invited For more information call 4362000

your present policy is
over 10 years old it
may not cover some of
the newer treatments
such as chemotherapy For free informa
bon call

Jerry lAcCon nell
Insurance
753-4199

- \II
Ilk\\I/s

Ward Elkins
753-1713
YOU Dig Mum lid now
°Pan Al colors, $200 to
Hours
$4 00 each
330-8 00prn Tam 94W to
Charley Thurman Rd. turn
right. 1st house on the nght
rad Cornell

Ugly Duckling
Rent-A-Car

,sor.on'
4,os ocoi cow

0:5
Passamals
ADOPDON Intelligent, devoted couple most anxious
Ewe love and a wondertul
future to your newborn Al
legal medical and living
expenses pod Let us help
Call collect
you
516-621-5574

Lowest rates In

town

1 en-0
,4o/
(

753-6910

'Effective Jan 2, 1981}

Rental

420
30

440
450
460

Insurance
Exterminating
Business Services
Heating And Cooling
Services Offered

120
230
250
290
530

280 .......Mobile Homes For Rent
285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
300
Want To Rent
310
320 . . .7. Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
330
340
Houses For Rent
360
. For Rent or Lease

97u

Display Ads
KM Discount and Run, 60% Discount 3rd Run.
•A/I 3 Ada Must Run Within 6 Day Penod I
$1.75 per column inch tra for Tuesday.

SERVICES

HEAL ESTATE

Sales
. Mobile Homes For Sale
.For Sale 'Jr Lease
liona. Loans
Real Estate
Lots For Sale
Farms For Sale
Homes For Sale

Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Parts
Used Cars
' Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors

470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520

1"

2"

1

6.00

10.00

2

8.00

16.00 24.00 32.00

Aideiss
Foe Ssie

16.00 20.00

30.00 40.00

6"
5"

7"

25.00 30.00

35.00

8"

9"

10"

40.00 45.00 60.00

40.00 48.00 66.00 64.00 72.00 80.00
50.00 60.00

70.00 80.00 90.00 100.00

3

10.00 20.00

4

15.00 30.00 45.00 60.00

75.00 90.00 106.00 120.00 136.00 150.00

5

18.00 36.00 54.00 72.00

90.00 108.00 126.00 144.00 162.00 180.00

6

20.00 40.00 60.00 80.00 100.00120.00 140.00 160.00180.00 200.00

Yard Sale $7.50 Pei. Day Prepaid
Reader Ads:
25t per word 15_00 minimum lit day

5e per word per day for each additional consecutive day.
go into Shopping Guide.)
51 75 extra for shopper (Tues. Classifiedsbox ads
32 00 extra fur blind

320

280

220

1 SO

4"

3"

Days

I Iii‘N SPORIXIIION

Muskat

Goble
Home For Rent

Apedimatil
For Relit

10x55 2BR, Grogan's Mo- TAKING applications for
bile Home Park. $160/mo. -secbon 8 rent subsidized
Produce Man Needed.
wnease and deposit re apartments. 1, 2 & 3 bedExpenence preferred
quired - 759-2570, rooms. Apply Hilldale Apts
Ow hearts have
Apply at
753-3860
Hardin, Ky. or call
TRUMPET, Straivarius
been blessed and
Food
Owens
13 EHO.
502-437-41
excase,
with
dikitchen,
silver,
Bach,
complete
2BR,
enriched
lives
our
Market
cellent condition. $450 ning area, full bath, living
by so many of those
No Phone Calls
330
Mouthpiece, music stand, room, located in Highland
who have made this
Rooms
LOSE weight easily, theal digital metromone, Ab- Estates in Almo. Available
110
time ofsorrow more
Fw aim
natural way, without feehng vran's complete method now. 759-4507.
A COST free Chnstmas
hungry or deprived It book included. 753-5950.
lasteuctIon
easy to bare at the
Pan time work full time
SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br, MALE needs roommate
peyi Set your own hours COMPUTER Technology works' Money back guarloss of our loved
electric or gas. Walking dis- $100/mo plus 'A utilities
call
information
For
antee
2-10
demonstrating House of
one. L.W. (Dub)
Computer 436-2000
tance to college 753-5209_ Cal 759-9460, leave mosInc
Plus,
Lloyd merchandise at
iage, ask for Curtis.
say
To
Lyons.
courses, seminars, and
310
i
Mieoslansou
home parties Free $300
MILUONAIRES MILUONcomputer programming
Want
thanks seem so
today
Call
MULTI-units. Directly
Hurry)
kit
AIRES, PANGBURN'S COINS and STAMPS we
759-9158
To Rant
across from 1.4SU. Sleeping
small, we do say it
Christmas a on its way
MURIN
BACK
IS
of
CANDY
popular A new selection
rooms, furnished,
Call Cindy. 753 1460
with heartfelt gratiRAY. Charlie's Safe-T stamps is now available at 3BR or large 2br in Murray,
140
$250/mo. Includes utilities
tude for the food,
Pharmacy
Want
The Book Rack On Murray annual lease, need Oct 1
ATTENTION Work 10 flexplus kitchen, washer and
Dixieland Shopping Cen- Cal 750-9179
To Buy
ible hours per week, can
the many lovely
RACK deer block with at
dryer, study and common
(in
Ago
CREADecades
and
ter)
earn $150 showing
flowers, the kind320
wee priviledges. Limited
by the piece or apple flavor 80 E Main, Hazel). These stores also
TIONS skin care and cos- ANTIQUES
parking. References arid
9433 Keith's Lawn /I Tractor
ness and spoken
753
Call
collections
sell coins, proof sets, silver
metics by Stanley Home
ills
Lt
actra
$50 deposit required with 1
words ofneighbors,
supplies.
collector
dollars,
New
Tires
Products Fragrance free after 5pm
Tires.
TIRES,
year lease No pets.
friends and family,
and hypo allergenic Form - BUYING 12 1960's GI and used Warehouse Tire, You may also visit us at 1, 2, 3 or 413R furnished 753-8191.
uninew
nice,
(in
Trolley
apartments,
e
and
Toonervill
mane
formation send
the words of com400 Industrial Rd. Murray,
Joss 492-8103
Hazel), Treasure House versity. 753-6111 daytime.
phone number to L Story.
753-1111
fort of Bro. Calvin
home
mobile
for
CASH
(Soutside Manor in Mur- 753-0606 nights.
Dr. Murray,
Chaucer
1503
Clark and Bro.
WASHER, dryer, 30
tires $7 $12 each
ray) and the Mercantile
Ky 42071
range, couch, tables. (Aurora). We buy coins and 1BR,a/c, gas heat, partially
John Dale. the an436-2578
ITY.
OPPORTUN
AVON
lamps, baby bed, baby stamps and appraise es- furnished, $150/mo plus
gelica music of
deposit. 409 N. 5th. 28R on South 12th Street
Proven sales methods from CASH paid for good. used changer, mac 753-5292
tates. CHRISTOPHER'S
Oneida White, Bla362-7533.
a top representative Un- nfies. shotguns. and pis753-4109
COINS. 753-4161.
lock and Coleman
limited potential Pert time tols Benson Sporting
downnew
apts
OR
2br
1
12th.
AVAILABLE September 6,
Goods, 519 S
or full time 7530171
Funeral Home for
town Murray 753-4109
1992, 3br, 2 baths, brick
Murray
services rendered - DENTAL Assistant Bring
$400/mo Call
house,
apart2br
new
,ALMOST
and
silently
so
resume to Dr Thomas NORDITRACK exerciser
753-7890.
ment with garage, central
WASHER, dryer, stove,
Hopkins 115 S 13th machine, 435-4318
beautiful. To all
$125 each Refrigerator, PRIVATE Investigator h/a, appliances. Quiet area. SPACIOUS 3br, 2 bath,
Street
TOP dollar for punk cars and regular size and side by
who held our hands
B A Confidential Investi- $450/mo 753-8096 or quality brick home, fire436-5322
and let a tear fall,
side Air conditioner gations, Southside Shop- 753-2633
place, central Pt/a, 2 car
DO you need a JOB or do trucks
ping Center, Suite #102, AVAILABLE now, new du- garage, storage, good
we say God bless
you need help in making USED and antique furni- 354-8528
$575/mo
Murray. 753-2641
positive advances for tie ture, glass, tools. quilts
plex, 2br, 2 lull baths, all neighborhood.
you.
489-2741
have 22 JOB 474-2262, 901-642-6290
160
We
future/
garage,
appliances,
new
Children,
Wife,
2Fn
Nome
OPENINGS for people beutility room, w/d
Grandchildren,
160
Furaleldage
tween tie ages of 16 22
deck with privacy, gas heat,
Brother & Sisters
Radio
For Rent
yews if you are not in
central air. $475/mo. Lease
glass top
RATTAN
44"
Or Lases
No
school Call 753-9378 five
required.
deposit
and
excelrattan
8mm.
twisted
video
4
SONY
table,
days a week between
chairs, dark color, 2 years lent condition, $1050 new, pets. 753-5524 days
CREEKVIEW Self-storage
fl>n
81:00arn 3 00prn We we an 2 BARBER chaos 2 mir- old, new $900, sell for need to sell, $550 435-4235 nights.
warehouses on Center
in 1967, ReBought
rors
Lain
funded
EOE This protect a
$400 753-5264
753-5264 anytime
Apartments, Hazel, Drive behind Shoney's
model
HAZEL
automatic
mington
And Found
by the Western Kentucky
KY, is now renting You $20-$40/mo 759-4081
11-48 759-4502
COUCH and loveseat,
$25 REWARD for large Private Industry Counal
270
be 62, handicapped, NORTHWOOD storage
must
JTPA
7 DAY, 6 night vacation in cream color, $100 Dehublack dog while chest. '4
Mobile
or disabled New 1 and 2br presently has units avail753-7656
$50
midifier.
and
St Bernard Fernley NEEDED, RN to work Ft Lauderdale Florida
Lab
Homes For lee
units. 502-527-8574 for able. 753-2905 for more
cruise to the Bahamas
LARGE couch, chest, lovePet. has health problems, weekends, 7am-7pm
more information. Equal information.
momeats all in- seat, end tables and lamps 1979, 14x60 SHULTZ
needs special attention
.
Cornpetatrve salary, excel- Hotels and
included, Housing Opportunity
Disappeared during storm, lent benefits including den- cluded in the price Asking 2 weight benches bile home, cigar
345-2629
bills.
heating
low
information
more
Wed W2, 121 South wee
753-1210
tal plan Apply in person. $340 For
753-9376 *aye message
Mon -Fn 9am-5pm, Haws call 753-8353
1979 ALAMO 12x56. parTHF.1.11.11 BARGAIN BIN
Memorial, Holiday Lane, 8HP riding TOW,36" cut,
tially furnished, 2 yew old
nif.n
1109 Pogue Ave.
central hie unit, new underFulton KY
$200 Drop side baby bed
759-9940
pinning. 753-4432 after
NURSERY Attendant with mattress and spnngs,
Clean Used Furniture. Ap6trn
492-8254
morn
$60
WAREHOUSE OR
needed for Sunday
pliances. and Mac Items
trigs Some additional oc- BOGARD trucking arid exUso Our Layaway Plan
STORAGE BUILDING
1981, 3BR, 2 bath, all
Now Renting Nintendo
casions possible Child cavabng, inc We haul top
position
Part-time
electric, nice. 489-2332 alcare expenence required sod, gravel, fill dirt, white
LOCATED ON INDUSTRIAL ROAD
available for a Laborter 9am and before 7pm.
References a must Send rock, np rap. 759-1828
165
atory Assistant. Reresume to Ft/St Christian
1985, 14x70, 3BR, 1'4
50x50 with 12x14 overhead door and 1
quires the ability to
Church Attn Nursery. 111 COOPER tires with mi/Jaw
baths, good condition.
•
service door
collect specimens and
North 5th Street, Murray, leage warranty. Lifeline
$9300 Can 753-4382 days
perform a variety of
Classic 60,000 miles. NOW open: The May Berry and nights 753-3590
Kentucky 42071
Monogram 50,000 miles Antique Mall, 114 W. nights only
standardized and spePARK RANGERS Game
Trendseners 40,000 miles Broadway. downtown Maycialized test. Submit
mainie
security.
wardens,
Open 1967, 14x70, EXTRA nice,
Ky.
Warehouse Tire, 400 In- field,
TCSUITle 10:
nonce, etc No exp roan
Murray. 9.30am-600pm, Monday- must be moved, must sell.
Road,
dustrial
Human Resources
swy For information cal
Saturday 1 .00pm-500pm, 753-4459
753-1111.
Community Hospital
219-769-6649 ext 7159,
Sunday. 247-1979.
32' PARK model traveler
8arn-8pm 7 days
FRESH Kentucky Lake catP.O. Box 1099
trailer, air and waterbed.
Murray
dressed
Nye or
fish,
Mayfield, Ky. 42066
PART sme gymnastic in
Excellent for college stuBan Co. 753-5693
structor for local business
dent. set-up on rental lot
KILLS FLEAS! By ENDEPARTMENTAL SEC- 753-6705
759-4414
FORCER Flea Kilers or 15' GOOSENECK canto or
RETARY I. Regular. partknowledge
person
SALES
BARGAIN shoppers deGuaryard
week)
and
home
per
pets,
erre (20 hours
horse trailer. 436-5618
of area businesses and
light! 1991 3bsdrm 14x70
Educenon andior experi- professional people help- anteed effective Buy ENFleetwood. Only $10,900.
ence High school graduate, ful 502-893-7458, 9arn-12 FORCER at Murray IV
You pay $600 down and
Home and Auto Hardware,
or equivalent wilh at least noon, Mon-Thurs
PEPSI-COLA IS A LEADER IN THE
per month on 10year
$140
Shopping
secretarial/
Side
North
of
one yew
SOFT
DRINK INDUSTRY AND OFFERS
loan Many, many more
elk, experience Exten- SINGLE woman needed to Center.
ENT EMPLOYMENT OPPOREXCELL
bargains
used
arid
new
microA FIREWOOD for sale
provide livem attendant
sive knowledge of
LAZY boy recliner, beige,
now being offered at VolunTUNITIES TO ENTER COMMERCIAL
437-4667
computers and word pro- duties for disabled profesNew pair of Brooks
teer Homes, Hwy 79 East.
DRIVERS LICENSE TRAINING PROGceasing preferred Must sions/ woman Room and $85
.
running shoes, WO
Paris, Tn. 901-642-4466.
al
interperson
(Padugood
salary
have
board pius
NO EXPERIENCE IS REQUIRED.
RAM,
retail
*ern,
never been
'Horne of tie Unbeatable
skills and the ability to work cah) Call Kathy at
Small black
$22.
teka
$45,
ATES SELECTED TO
Deal.'
CANDID
wel with km" members 554-8709
and white TV, $20
PEPSI TEAM WELL BE
THE
JOIN
ads.Aftstic abdity
Poles.
Menu
S
barmaids, wait- 753-8361
BACH trombone. $100. Al- •CUIAMING ng in mobile
LE FOR:
and impudence in creating WANTED
ELIGIB
Specializi
bulletin boards, biers, and resses, dancers. $500 plus THIRTY sot recent trade- * 5pm, 753-9733.
200
services.
electric
home
IMPROVED INCOME
newsletters prolurved Sal- weekly Doll House Cafe, ins, prices sled at $al FLUTE, Ike new, $200
amp. $375. 100 amp $325.
TN 642-4297, 4-12
English's Sewing Ma- 763-2156
ary $6.86 pit hour Apply at Paris,
435-4027
MERIT INCREASES WITH POTENTIAL
Personnel Services, WANTED: experienced chines, Hwy 68, Reidiend
EARNING OF $4004500/WEEK
Near 1-24 exit 16. PIANO tuning and repair, HONEYMOON special!
Spiels 14d, Murray Stets lAedical Office Manager
with
double-wide
1993
New
763-2090
KY.
.
Murray,
-506U-SEW
-803
1
University,
PAID VACATION
Esculent pay and benefits
3b•drm. Only $18,900
MBU doss not theairrinsie Please submit resume to
and
financing
GHT TRAVEL
99%
NO
OVERNI
With
odor,
an Me basis of race,
P 0. Box 1040-E. Murray.
5% down psymen" you pay
national origin.sex or bend- KY 42071.
PAID RETIREMENT
n
nd
oo
:
MO down and $204 per
nt
imp la IN erotr
month Must see this home
adlialles. For
INDUSTRY AND JOB STABILITY
at Volunteer Homes, Hwy
OWNS the WU Mime
GROUP HEALTH INSURANCE
79 East. Paris, Tn
tive Action Office at
Wanted
901-642-4466
762-3156
APPLY IN PERSON AT
CUT this out imd save rrw
LYNN Drove Ares. 28x56
PEPSI-COLA
XXXXYXXXXXXXXXXXX number. Do house cleandoublewide on 2 scree, 3
HWY. 041/3,
ing, cal BMW,474-2131.or
x
lying
WM=
baths,
3
MILL
bedroOme,
x
Fissile message Have
, Hy.
BENTON
Idtchen,
Morn
ears
room,dining
rederentie•
walk in dolma, 2
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 10 OR
, balk Denser* ,
Cif IP11111011. Have ID see to
A Hey. it East Purl TOM.
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER U
X SEWING jabs wanted, in
641 North
X filsii.-GeL 2-12
appreciste 435-4250 Of
I A.M. TO 5 P.M.
X eluding formal wear
1111442-4287
753-2922.
X
753-3195
85
753-55
753-1081
)0000000000000000(
LET us make your clothes,
alter and repair Uniforms
and sportswear, rentals,
WILL stay with sick or el- gowns and tuxedos Ruth's
derly any shift, experience See and Sew, Country
and references Call Square, 1608 N 121, Mur753 4590
ray 753-6981

WILL do housecleaning or
office cleaning 753-4404

It s Time For Stocking

Comm)) This Hstwol aka(14
*0 sad,a sobant of 210212

Classified Ad Rates

OFFICE HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.

Situalloa
Warded

CHANNEL CATTSH, MY.
BRIO BLUE GILL, Files,

of their ada

be reported immedionly one incorrect'insertion. Any error should
ately so corrections can b• made.

753-1916

090

`P4 Fish Day

ADJUSTMENTS

first insertion
Advertiaare are requeatod to check the
Times will be resporusible for
for any error. The Murray Lodger &

PIANO tuning, expert service ancl repair. John Gottschalk, 753-9600

FOR RENT

753-5976

Evers, Tuesday Night at 7:00
(Donn egos at 5001

Knights of Columbus Hall
KY 94 west io Joinny Robertson Rose
south e Se. Haw Rood. Nix on Se. Hee Road 1/4 Rd/
ALL PROCEEDS GO TO CHARITY
753-0466 P.O Box 1033 Murray

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE
Ifyou are under age 65 and qualify for
MEDICARE due to disability we offer
several Medicare Supplement Policies.
All Medicare Supplement Policies
are now standardized into 10 plans.
; offering different levels of benefits. We
; can write 7 of the plans on a "guaranteed issue" basis(no health questions)
and the policies will be issued at the
lowest available premium.
, We represent 7 A.M. Best A- or A+
rated companies to give you the best
• possible rates and service.
Please give us a call for a rate quote.

McConnell
Insurance Agency
Hopidasville Pit Sunday Building
7tis at /Ma, Mum,Illy.

753-4199

PEPSI

FOR RENT
Mini Storage

Sizes

10 X 20
5 X 10

4 X 10
5 X 4

Located behind Pet-tro Gas Station

•
. •
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a
Homes
For Sale

Moo
%Moss

Used
Trucks

KOPPERUD REALTY offers a complete range of
Real Estate sennces with•
wide selection of quality
homes, all prices
753-1222

HOME with income Six
rooms, 3br, 2 bath,
screened and carpeted patio, all electric built-in
kitchen, central h/a. Separate entrance to upstairs, 4
room and bath apt, newly
decorated for rental 1',4
acre site, reduced to
649,900. 759-1122.

NEW bug shields for pickups and viva, brew and
domestic, clear and smoke
tint $19 50/ea Pick-up bed
mats, $34 50/ea Key Auto
Parts Hwy 121$ 753-5500

1962 CHEVY lion dump
truck, $750 obo 2 wheel
trailer, $100 obo
753-8997

Al TREE Service Stump
removal and spraying Free
esbmates 753-0906 after
5pm, 759-9816, 753-0495

1985 CHEVY Silverado,
Mt, one owner, 41xxx actual miles, $7500 obo Call
753-6172 before 1.30pm

Al TREE removal & tree
trimming Light hauling &
odd jobs Free estimates
436-2102, ask for Luke

RE/MAX Properties Ltd
Bob Perrin, Paul Dailey,
Bob Haley, Jean Bird BelAir Center. 502-753-SOLD,
1-800-369-5780

For information
send your name
and address to:

DO

DO

Bob Randall
Westvaco
Timberlands
P.O. Box 458
Wickliffe, KY 42087
(502) 335-31M

DO

00

00

00

40

Lots
For Sale
LAKE Front Possibly the
best remaining lot in Calloway on KY Lake, great
view, slope and location,
one mile south of Blood
River, $45,000. Bob Haley,
RE/MAX Properties,
753-SOLD.

370
livestock
& Sipple@
DONKEYS, all sizes and
colors, let run with cattle,
helps keep coyotes away.
753-6475 days 753-9918
nights.

, for
zed
bed
bed14:41
call

HUDSON Company, Saddles, Bridles & Horse supplies. 753-4545, 759-1823,
753-6763
380
Pets
I Supplies
AKC registered Ronweiler
pups for sale or trade.
492-8887

mate
libes
MOS-

actly
aping
led ,

3101es

and
^mon
mited
and
risth 1
pets

Street
ter 6
brick
Call
firebath

,
2 car
good
'5/rno

torage
;enter
ney's
orage
avail
more

NICE building lot, close to
country dub I fl acres on
Oaks Rd. Call 753-3197,
753-0827
WOODED building lots in
Lynwood Heights City water, natural gas, cableviwon, 3 3/10 miles on 94
west from Murray City Limits. 6% simple interest financing available
753-5841 or 753-1566.
150
Farms
For Sale

HUNTER'S Paradise! 157
acre farm in Tennessee
has both mature and young
forest. Terxlable acreage is
in government set-aside
program providing annual
PIT Bull puppies for sale, income of $5600. Three
ponds and abundant wildfull blooded call 753-4841
life MLS 04402, $69,500,
Call Joan at Kopperud Re.100
alty, 753-1222.
Product

HAVE an obedient, sale
dog for show or home
Classes or prrvate lessons
Serving Murray for over
12yrs 436-2858

APPLES for freezing, canning or drying. Taking order
for apple dder. 753-4725,
McKenzie's Orchard.

490

Used
Cars

1987 TOYOTA 4-runner
EFI, 5 speed, good condi1976 GRAND Pnx, Neck, tion, at, tilt, cruse, Alpine
am/fm cassette, air, pw/pb, stereo/equalizer, $6475
$850. 437-4785.
762-2457
1979 FORD T-Bird, pa/pb, 1988 JEEP Cornmanche
cruise, lilt, stereo. Excellent pick-up, 39,000 miles
condition. 753-0775.
$6,000 Call after 7pm
1981 BUICK Regal, good 435-4458
condition, $600 obo 1988 TOYOTA 4x4, a/c,
753-7968. '
swim cassette,5-speed w/
1984 MERdURY Cougar, topper. 489-2529.
priced to sett 436-2948.
1991 NISSAN path finder
1985 CORVETTE, SE, V-6, 4-wheel drive
stripped, needs interior, 753-0492
tires and wheels, back GMC Sierra SLX,YI ton,
glass and top, 47,000 58,000 mi , $7,000
Miles, good title $5500. 502-328-8876
527-3512
TRUCK and camper, 1984
1985 OMNI, $1296. 1983 FORD F-250XL, power, air
LTD, $1095. Both good and cruise 27 fifth wheel
condition. 382-2879.
Holiday Rambler States1986 SUNBIRD SE, man 1000 753-8937
2-door, bucket seats, sunroof, sport wheels, auto
510
753-6296 after 4pm
Comm
1988 GMC SLE, pick-up,
92,000 miles, right side damaged, $4250. 527-3512. 1991 COACHMAN travel
26A ft. A bargain
1989 RED Dodge Daytona, trailer,
753-6784.
one owner, local car, 53xxx
miles. $5900. 489-2524.

LOOK at me) Brick home
large lot 3 bedroom, 2
bath, central hie priced to
soil, upper $50's Professional Real Estate,
759-1591 day or night
LUXURY home on 28
acres, central h/c, 2 car
detached garage Quality in
every aspect. MLS e4089.
Bob Perrin, RE/MAX Properties, Ltd. 753-7653,
759-1881.
NEW 3 or 4br, LF1, DR. 2
baths, central h/a,
CL., self dewing range,
microwave, dishwasher,
disposal, oak cabinets,
over 2000 sq ft., only
$69,750 753-5561 or
759-1610
NEW house for sale at
1900 Melrose in new subdivision west of Doran Rd
3br, 2 baths, lots of closets,
oversized garage, private
courtyard. 753-3903.
OPPORTUNITY knocks
with this brick ranch with 2
large bedrooms, modern
bath, family room, living
room, and large kitchen,
located new town on acre
lot. Just reduced to
$32,000, MLS *4091. Call
Kopperud Realty,
753-1222.

BACKHOE Service- ROY
HILL Sepec system, drive
ways, hauling, foundations,
etc 759-4664

AA TREE trimming and
yard mowing 436-2102
ask for Paul

BILL'S bath and kitchen
refinishing, tubs and sinks
including porcelin and
ALPHA Builders - Carpen- fiberglass. cultured marble
try, remodeling, porches, and formica repair Recolor
roofing, concrete, drive
appliances and counterways, painting, mainte- tops 753-1484
nance, etc Free estimates
BOB'S Plumbing Repair
489 2303
Service All work guaranAL'S hauling, yard work, teed 753-1134
tree removal mowing Free
BRYON'S LAWN SERestimates 759-1683
VICE Free estimates
ANY remodeling, building, 753-4591 after 5pm
painting, roofing. ReferCARPET and vinyl installaences. 759-1110.
tion and repairs Glen BobAPPLIANCE REPAIRS
ber, 759-1247
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers Most parts CARPORTS for car and
in stock, on my truck All trucks Spectal sizes for
motor homes, boats, RV's
work and parts warranted
Ask for Andy at The Ap- and etc. Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
pliance Works, 753-2455
value Roy Hill, 759-4664

RJR ROME REPAIRS
General Repairs, Painting and Papering
Vinyl Siding and Replacement Windows
Decks, Patios and Storage Buildings
Roofing and Welding

Robert J.
Rutherford
(502) 753-0468

le.
,
400"

GRAND OPENING

LAKEFRONT
1 to 2.5 ACRES

FROM $19,900
Save thousands on select lakefront parcels during
grand opening male at Woodland Acres,a premier
waterfront community on uncrowded Barkley
Lake! Enjoy long, pristine waterfront-boat, fish,
ski, more. Includes good road front, utilities,
water, & more. Excellent bank terms. fall now
800-858-1323. Open 8:30a-8:30p, 7 days. Sale
ends 9/13/92.

Dial-A-Service
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)

PRICE just reduced on this
3br brick home on Keenland Dr. Now offered at
$72,500. MLS 84266. Call
Kopperud Realty,
753-1222.

Bodo
ik Woo

Design Systems Group
502-759-1487

MOVING must sell, 1990
Pontiac LeMens LE, auto,
4-door, am/fm, rear defrost,
excellent condition, great
gas mileage $5200 obo.
437-3065.

nt • Sol

1986 CHEVY Astro van,
V-6, auto, air, cruise, lilt,
am/1m tape, high miles, excellent condition $4650.
436-5610

ONE owner, 1976 model,
15' Terry bass rig with 85hp
Evinrude. Fully equipped,
ready to go, $3500.
750-4515, 6-10pm only.

FULL size 1983 Chevy
Conversion van, a/c,
cruise, arm/fm cassette, excellent condition, $5500.
753-9371 after 5pm or
weekends.

Commercial
and
Residential

›I‹

James C. Gallimore
Electric Service
Rt, 8, Box 1076
Phone
Murray, KY 42071
15021759-1836

Poison Calloway Co. Fire
Control & Rescue Squad

753-7588 753-6952

Phone 435-4268
Wa• Oantry
177A. Merry. Ky. 42071

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital

762-1100

1989, 18Y, FT. V-4, 165hp
Bomber Commander
speed boat. Valued at
$10,660, will sell for $8500.
Call 436-2794 after 4pm.

1983 DODGE Rem cargo
van 250 series,6cyl., auto,
31xxx actual miles, excellent condition. 753-7668
days, 753-2304 nights.

for?

Interior - Exterior

1988 PROCRAFT, Fish/Ski
boat. Garage kept, low
hours, trolling motor, indash depth finder and 2 live
wells, 115hp Yamaha engine, 3 new batteries
$9800. 753-0954.

42' CATAMARAN houseboat, completely reconditioned in 1990. Chevy twin
engines, new Westerbeke
generator, new fly bridge,
dual controls, loaded with
all the extras. 75.3-5976
days, 436-2795 nights

yzu
vreding

Gentry Painting Co. ,4
Residential Painting

Murray Laundiry Center
and Dry Cleaning.
Laaa.dry Service, Coca Laaoutry,
Dry Claaosi.g, Alserotio.t.
Kathrys J. Coleman • Owser•Bel-Air

ALPHA BUILDERS

Remodeling,garages, decks,porches,concrete
work, chain link fences. Home maintenance.

Septic Tanks, Sewers &
l'c An)time

489-2303
BROTHERS
Commercial Waste LAMB
Quality Tree Service
Light Hauling, Etc.
Disposal
Dependable • Reliable • Fast Service
759-4685

All Types of Refuse

Service

1-800-585-6033
Bud Stewart Route Mana

Luke Lamb 436-2102
Hours: 8-5 Sun.-FrL
P.O. Box 207 New Concord. Hy 42076

530

Services
Offered
A-1 TOWN/country yard
mowing,landscaping,tree
trimming,tree removalfight
hauling. Free estimates
Tim Lamb, 436-2528

YARD
SALE
SEASON

raiidparenUdv
September 13th
Show offyourgrandchildren by inserting their photo in the
Murra Led er & Times Saturda September 12, 1992.
COUPON

P
THE
'ERS
POR7,IAL
ROGRED.

0
BE

7IAL

1 insertion
2 insertions

3 insertions
Ads must be paid in advance

Name of Grandparents

DEADLINES ARE 2 DAYS IN ADVANCE:
Friday 3
Monday Edition
Saturday 10
Tuesday Edition
Monday 3
Wednesday Edition
3
Tuesday
Thursday Edition
Wednesday 3
Friday Edition
Thursday 3
Saturday Edition
For assistance call, 753-1916 or come by

,11

Please insert my grandchild(s)
photo in your paper. (Photo
enclosed.)
Name of Child

ADVERTISE Your Yard Sale 3 Times and SAVE
7.50
'12.50
'15.00

Center

.759-2570

Wayne Higgins Backhoe Service

195

Vans

what
are

Basement De Watering Systems

16' GLASTRON Carlson
ski boat, 115 Mercury,
trailer, skis, kneeboard and
life jackets included,
$1850. 753-5950 or
753-2733.

CAR Stereo Installation
753-0113. Sunset Boulevard Music, Murray's Alpine Car Audio Specialist,
Dixieland Center, 1 block
from MSU dorms.

Yard Sale

We Dry Up Wet Basements.. Permanently!
• AtIractnre. peonaoent Basemen! De Waterloo Sysierr'• .nstells nlust one day'
• Our System can be easoty cstalled on both hr,sned or ,..nrv,stred basements'
• No outside excavation or yard repare • Instatied rl any saisson ran or stuns'
eattrnete,
CaN todey for tree Inepection

14' JON boat, 1979 Evinrude 18hp, new carpet and
floors, 32Ib thrust trolling
motor, depth finder, trailer
436-2528

1990 UNCOUV Continental, white exterior, burgundy interior, one owner,
purchased and serviced
locally, 36xxx miles, dual
air bags, duel power seats,
lots of extras. Never damaged. 753-1323,
753-5763 after 4:30

4 Family

nd

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool 30+ years exBOBBY
perience
HOPPER, 436-5848

520

1990 DODGE Daytona ES,
many extras. Cad for details, 753-6989.

SPACIOUS home located
38R, 7 years old, good at 701 S. 16th for sale by
neighborhood, $39,500. owner_ Includes 3 or 4br, 2
CaM 492-8724 after 5pm
baths, large FR with fire3B171 brick, living room, place, LR, DR, recreation
PubUc
kitchen, den, utility, 1A room, carport and garage
Salo
bath, over 2000 sq ft., out- with two drive access on
buildings, lot 100x250, tree-covered, half-acre corner lot Approx. 4,000 sq.ft.
$63,900. 753-7549.
under roof, contains 3,100
4BR, 2 up, 2 down, tust living space and ample
been remodeled, will fi- storage Priced in the low
Tues. & Wed.
nance with good downpay- $90's. Shown by appointHwy. 121 North, 2 miles
ment. 834-7715.
ment only. Calf 753-9830.
past Farmington, Ky. on
right, al Preslous TreaBY owner, 2-3br, Ir, dr, SPACIOUS 3bdrm, 2 bath
sures Shop.
kitchen, deck and more Canterbury home, recently
Mobile home wheeis 8 tire,
753-8049.
redecorated. Ceramic tile
dp
hOuSSAOICI
furniture,
and marble units in
floors
pkances, ashes, glassware,
baths,
27,
3bd,
BY owner:
Tupperware, books, sheets,
Ir, dr, kitchen, fireplace, fin- both bathrooms Central
quits, over 300 dolls toys
ished basement with den, gas and air unit, new in
yards 01 nra matenal lace 8
utility, 2 car garage, out- 1988. Large rec room ideal
new crafts, al $ize clothes,
building, satellite dish. New for children $99,000.
ponable baby bed
aluminum siding. $70's. 753-5508 after 5pm.
Pine Creek subd. in Col470
dwater Call 489-2972.
430
by appt. only.
Shown
Real
Motorcycles
Estate
FOR sale in Hazel. AttracMaxim
YAMAHA
1982
trve 3bd, 1 bath house. Gas
FOR sale Johnson Mines
building on 650cc, low miles $1000
storage
heat,
Mobile Home Park, Hwy
lot Call 492-8593. 474-2115, leave message
100 E. Centerville, TN 2+ large
acres,6 rental lots, room for FRESH paint, ready! 3br, 2
more, plus 2br house, bath, brick, central gas h/c, 1987 YAMAHA 360 Warrior
house and 4 mobile homes mid $60's PALS 84377. Bob 4-wheeler, $1200
rented Will consider land Perrin, RE/MAX Proper- 435-4374.
on TN River or KY Lake in ties, Ltd_ 753-7653
trade Serious inquiries
write Carl Deiter, P.O. Box HOUSE for sale by owner,
56, Centerville, TN 37033. $19,500 644 N 4th St.

IAD

Simko.
Mend

Real
Estate

For Sale
Or low
1801 Acres in
Calloway County
available for
hunting lease.
To be leased in
total or parcels.

530

500

410

lfor

moA.

p.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

Kayla & Ben White
Evan Mason
Grandparents:
Larry & Brenda Richardson
Herbert & Velda Alton
Robert & Sharon Mason
John & Oneida White
Send photo, names of arandparentit name of chili
(maximum of 4 line.) self-addressed envelope for
return of original photo and payment to

Miiiray Ledger Sc Times

Mi!ierray Ledger & Times

a

and stamped, self-addressed envelope
for return oLpicture

Bring in by September 10 (12 noon) to
be published September 12th.

P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071

Classified Department

Enclosed is

$7.00 1st. picture
$5.00 each additional picture
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Offered

Free estiPLUMBING
mates Affordable rate
Same day service Al work
guaranteed 492-8816

T C Dinh Repair and Maintenance Electnail Cleaning Sewer 1210(1212 Main
Street 753-6111 office
753-0606 after 5pm

Star potential

•••••-:17-;

Chimney
CHIM ChI
Sweeps has 10% senior
citizen discounts We sell
chimney caps and screens
436-4191

REFINISHING..stripping.
custom woodworking
753-8066

THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors Licensed in
ROCKY COLSON Home sured Estimate available
Repair Roofing, siding, 759-4690
painting, plumbing, conCOLSON'S HMO Flaps, crete Free estenates Cal THWEATT'S Geirrator.
Remodeling, carpentry,
Alternator and Sae* Ser474-2307
painting and plumbing
vice, Route I. Almo KY
ROGER Hudson rock haul- 7S3-8742
436-2575 after 5r.wn
ing, gravel, sand, dirt driveCOUNTERTOPS. custom way rock 753-4545, TREE removal, trimming
Homes, trailers, offices
and hauling 492-8254
753-6763
WuNf's Recovery, Murray
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
436-5660
SEPTIC TANK SERVICE
new Service Center cleaningRepair,
replacement
CUNNINGHAM'S Hosing
pumping, met- servicing $15 most repairs
and Cooling Service Com- watallation,
basements $35 New location Route I
footings,
ers,
plete installation and serAlmo Open 9-12 1-5.
der
service
vice Call Gary at Backho•-loa
Mon -Fn 753-0530
ALLEN, 759-1515
BRENT
159-4754
Basement/ Water
WET
machine repair
DIAL Builders New addi- SEWING
under house we guarantee
Barnhill
Kenneth
tions, new homes, pole
to stay dry Morgan and
753-2674
barns, total remodeling No
Son Construction Padu
gob too small 436-5272
cah, KY 442 7026
SUREWAY Tree I Stump 1-800-242 3265
DON T wait until the last
Removal Insured with lull
minute start your tall cleanSHEETROCK finishing
line of equipment Free inhauling,
now
Clearing
'o
teitired ceilings Larry
night.
or
Day
furiates
gutters aliened, any other'
Chnsman 492 8742
,odd jobs that ypu've been 753-5484
putting oft 753-8461
evenings

BUYS ARE
WAITING...

ORYVVALL. finishing repairs additions and blowing ceilings 753-4761

NT

FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310
tor free estimate for your
needs

By BRUCE SCHREINER

the
Murray

i•

IA, Ledger & Times

GENERAL Repair plumbing roofing tree work
436 2642
GERALD WALTERS
i-;oofing vinyl siding, pontg Free estimates 18
ydars experience Local reforences 489-2267

CUSTOW NTCHENCASOWS
CUSTOS' w000woskJic

GUTTERING By Sears
Sears residential and commercial ooninuous gutters
installed for your specifications Call Sews 753-2310
fL,r free estimate
HADAWAY Construction
Home remodeling painting wallpaper, carpentry,
floor covering No sob too
small 436-2052
HOME Improvement Specialist Vinyl siding. windows carports. and pee°
enclosures 753-0280
KITCHEN CABINET RE
CO VERY waning doors it
frames with woodgrain formica al colors Free estimates Wulff's Recovery
Murray 436-5560
LEE'S CARPET CLEANING. For aii your carpet and
uphoistery call 753 5827
estimates
Free
Emergency water removal
LICENSED for electric and
gas 753-7203
McCUISTON Construction
Add-on re-roods, he esti753-7317
mates
759-9464
PAINTING interior and exterior Ouaiity work Over
20 years experience Ralph
Worley 436-5625
PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255

All Types Of.

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
•Drop by & see our showrooa.,nr v
.09 soNieui:n mustgar.
M3-5010
•

Mathis Transmission
Service
624 N. 4th St.. Murray

753-6374
Specializing in front wheel drive.
overdrive, automatic 8 standard
transmissions.

Service What We Sell
* FREE ESTIMATES *
12 Month 12.000 Mile Warranty
We

APPLIANCE REPAIR

Service on all brands window at conditioners washers - dryers freezers
refrigerators
microwaves cksrawashers gas I electric ranges

Factory Authorized Repairs For:
Tappan-Keil/Motor-Emerson-Brown
'All Repairs Are Guaranteed

753-5341 or 753-1270

LOUISVILLE, Ky. — When
Russ Slone looks at Kentucky's
rolling bluegrass and Appalachian hollows, he sees star
potential.
His job is to persuade finnicky
film makers to see the same thing
— that Kentucky is a perfect
backdrop for their next project
"Lost in Yonkers" is the first
for the big screen or television. Kentucky project for executive
Slone, branch manager of the producer Joseph Caracciolo, who
Kentucky Office of Film Promo- said he has been impressed with
tion, says the state's blend of Ludlow.
mountains, small towns, bustling
—The town of Ludlow and the
cities and picturesque horse farms
people in it, you couldn't ask for
gives him plenty to boast about anything better," he said. "It's
when making his pitch to produc- been a very good experience so
ers and studios. And he often far."
finds them receptive.
Caracciolo, whose film credits
"Probably a lot of it is built
from reputation and people's include "Parenthood," "Biloxi
Blues," and "My Girl," said the
knowledge of the state," Slone
Ludlow area has fulfilled all the
said in a recent interview.
behind-the-scenes effort needed
From the 1950s movie "Raintree County," filmed in the Dan- to help the filming run smoothly.
He said he would recommend
ville area and starring Elizabeth
Taylor, to the recent hit "A Kentucky as a good place to
League of Their Own," produc- shoot movies, an important testiers have turned parts of Kentucky monial in such a fraternal
industry.
into makeshift studios.
With the movie industry strayThe latest film being shot in
Kentucky is Neil Simon's Pulit- ing from the backlots of Hollyzer Pnze-winning play "Lost in wood for onsite locations, the
Yonkers." Producer Ray Stark is competition has become stiff

Pri(ks,c

Famous Hand

among states eager to lure films
and the spinoff business, publicity and tourism potential, Slone
said.
Last year, out-of-state companies spent about $1 million while
filming everything from movies
to documentaries to commercials
in Kentucky, he said. The film
office's budget for the current
fiscal year is $201,550.
"We can justify our existence
... quite easily,— Slone said.
Kentucky representatives tout
the state at movie and television
exhibitions on both coasts and
often contact film makers, following up on the ever-churning
rumor mill about new film projects, Slone said.
"We'll just pick up the phone
and say, 'We understand you're
doing a movie,— Slone said.
"And we get a lot of mileage out
of the exhibitions. You develop a
relationship at these symposiums
and you build up your reputation
and knowledge of individuals."
When his office gets a nibble
from a film maker scouting for an
onsite location, Slone's office is
ready to spring into action.
"We maintain a photo file of
different types of locations that
we consider unique," he said.
The photos include coal mines,
schools, government buildings

Medicaid ends year with surplus of $90 million
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)— The state's Medicaid program ended
the fiscal year with a surplus of $90 million, according to the program's commissioner.
The surplus, which includes $24 million in state money, will go
into this year's $2.2 billion Medicaid budget, Medicaid Commissioner Roy Butler said Friday.
Butler attributed the surplus to smaller price increases and low
use of health-care services by people newly covered by the program. About 50,000 people were added to the program over the past
year, for a total of 494,000.
But the state still faces a deficit of as much as $100 million in
the 1993-94 Medicaid budget; that issue is expected to be
addressed in November, when Gov. Brereton Jones plans to hold a
special legislative session on health care.
And officials say last year's surplus money will be needed this
year and next year because of the growth of Medicaid.
The program's budget has grown tremendously in the past few
years as the federal government has required states to cover more
services and people.
Democratic Reps. Joe Clarke and Marshall Long, who oversee
the Medicaid budget from their Appropriations and Revenue Committee positions, said the surplus could easily be spent this year or
TXXI.

Clarke, D-Danville, and Long. D-Shelbyville, along with Rep.
Tom Burch, D-Louisville, and Sen. Benny Ray Bailey, D-Hindman,
met with the governor for two hours Friday to discuss his healthcare plans.
The legislators declined to go into specifics, saying the governor
plans to unveil his proposals on Wednesday before the Commission
on Health Care Reform. The four lawmakers are members of the
commission.
The proposals Imes is expected to support include requiring all
citizens to be insured; requiring businesses to insure their workers;
establishing a large pool of public and private employees for better
insurance-purchasing power, and setting up a commission that
would have the authority to set rates under certain conditions.

and horse farms, along with small
towns or cities.
The film office also publishes
a directory listing various services sought by film crews while
on location, including casting
agencies, caterers and car or hell-copier rental agencies, Slone
said.
Yes, even helicopters.
One film crew spent an entire
day last year perched in a helicopter to shoot a 30-second scene
from a barn outside Shelbyville
for the unreleased movie "The
Pickle," Slone said. Most of the
film — which Slone described as
"a movie about making a
movie" — was shot in New
York.
"They dropped Si40,000 in one
day. And you never know, the 30
seconds could end up on the
floor" after editing, Slone said.
Filming on location can cause
some "minor inconveniences"
for local residents, Slone said.
For instance, westbound traffic
was rerouted for two nights on
Interstate 275 in Boone County to
accommodate the filming of
"Rain Man," which starred Dustin Hoffman and Tom Cruise.
"But it kind of makes the local
citizens proud of their communities," Slone said.

Police, social workers
baffled by abandonment
By PAUL NOWELL
associated Press Writer

ASHEVILLE, N.C. — It was
late July when little Amanda,
believed to be about 5 years old,
appeared in the lobby of the Buncombe County social services
agency with a note pinned to her
dress.
"This little girl's name is
Amanda Duncan," read the note.
'I can't seem to do anything
with her. She won't mind. She
lies and she steals."
"She's threatened to turn the
gas stove on and blow up the
house. She has put rocks and dirt
in my food and drink," it said.
"I want to hurt her. I've thought
about committing suicide. If
something doesn't change I'mliable to do both."
It was signed: "Her Mother."

Town riled at Superman's death
METROPOLIS, Ill. (AP) —
Folks in the town that bills itself
as Superman's hometown aren't
pleased about the cartoon superhero's imminent death.
DC Comics riled people in
Metropolis, a southern Illinois
town of 6,700 people, when it
said last week that the Man of
Steel would meet his end in an
edition due out Nov. 18, in an
epic battle with an escaped
I unatic

,Steele-Allbritten, Inc.,

( ontr,t(

shooting on location in Ludlow, a
northern Kentucky town that
reminded him of a vintage 1940s
New York suburb.
It marks a return appearance to
Kentucky by Stark. In 1984, he
gained a favorable impression of
Kentucky while filming portions
of "Sylvester" at the Kentucky
Horse Park at Lexington. The
movie starred Melissa Gilbert.

CLASSIFIEDS'

Whether your. in the
market for a washing
machos* or a gym sat
you'if find it in

FOR bushhogging leveling
dirt or gravel and seeding
yards cal 753-3413

a.

Kentucky film office sells state as backdrop for movies
ereee Witter

CHARLIE Davidson All
types of roofing and repairs Torch down rubber
roofing 753-5812

•

Had /tepee happened to hit on the
West dealer.
farfetched lead of the ace and anNorth-South vulnerable.
other heart, he would have nipped
NORTH
the contract by an eyelash.
•K Q 2
At the second table,Marty Cohn
Q3
of Atlanta held the East hand and
• 108 7 5 4 32
opened the bidding in third seat with
2
three hearts! No truer arrow was
EAST
WEST
•J95
ever shot! South, Peter Leventritt,
•1087 64 3
•4
knew exactly what Cohn was doing,
•A 106
•9
but there was very little he could do
• K Q6
about it.
1098653
QJ
•
7
He couldn't afford ti double,since
SOUTH
that would have been for takeout,
•A
and if he did double — And hi. pert•KJ 98 7 52
ner responded in one of the other
•A J
three suits, as expected — a four
•AK4
heart bid would then be construed as
The bidding:
a cuebid and not a heart suit.
West North East South
5•
Nor did Leventritt feel much like
6*
Paso
Pass
bidding three notrurnp with hie 742Dble
1 distribution, since that would also
Opening lead — seven of clubs.
have been a gross distortion of hie
Here is•remarkable hand from
the Vanderbilt Team of Four Chain- hand
After much travail, Leventritt
pioruthip. At the first table, Sidney
Lazard, always an aggressive bid- decided to pass, hoping to collect
der, opened third hand with five enough 50's to partially compensate
club. South bid five hearts and West, him for the garne he felt sure his side
George Rapee, doubled and led his could make. And *0 three heart* became the final contract.
singleton club.
Cohn went down seven for a loss
Declarer won,cashed the ace of
spades and led a low heart. The only of360 points,but that was more than
trick the defense could score was the offset by the 1,060 points his North trump ace,so South finished with an South teammates had scored at the
overtrick for a score 41,060 points. other table.
Tomorrow Safety first

"I think the general feeling is,
no matter what DC Comics does,
as far as we're concerned, Superman is alive and well, and we'll
continue having our Superman
celebration each year," said
Clyde Wills, editor and publisher
of The Metropolis Planet.
The four-day Superman celebration attracts about 50,000 people each June, and Wills said he
doesn't think Superman's comic
book death will hurt attendance.

Investigators have been trying
ever since to learn more about
Amanda and to find her mother.
Police thought their investigation would take only a couple of
days. After all, the note gave a
name for Amanda's father, Ron
Duncan, and left clues to her
mother's whereabouts, without
giving an address.
But Asheville police Detective
Nancy Penland is stumped.
"I've had calls from as far
away as California, but so far
we're at a dead end," Ms. Penland said last week.
Ms. Penland said that at her
first meeting with Amanda, she
asked: "Do you want me to help
you find your mommy?"
The blond-haired child pounded her fists on the table and said
"No!" Ms. Penland recalled.

"She slapped my face and
made my mouth bleed!" Penland
said the girl added.
Amanda now lives with a foster family in Asheville. She's
gained about five.pounds and is
affectionate with her foster
parents and their 6-y-ear-old son,
the detective said.
"The note says Amanda is a
bad little girl, but she's really
not," Ms. Penland said. "She has
been through quite a lot so she
can be hostile.
"When I first met her she was
- very hyperactive. She would not
talk to me:period. But when I
saw her last ... her face was all
smiles. She was beaming."
Authorities have received
offers from people who want to
adopt or set up a trust fund for
Amanda. But the priority is finding her parents.
Calvin Underwood, director of
the Buncombe County Department of Social Services, said fear
of punishment may keep her
parents away.
"A parent must be in a great
deal of pain and confusion to lead
to this kind of action," he said.
"I've got concerns for the
parents — they need help. Part of
our role is to heal the problems."
Ms. Penland said the parents
could lose parental rights if they
wait too long. Within six months,
social workers could petition a
court to put the girl up for
adoption.
But Ms. Penland still hopes the
child's parents will show up.
"I'm waiting for my phone to
ring," she said. "I'm not going
to give up hope. There's somebody out there who knows this
child."

Harvest founder dedicated to feeding poor
of life."
They were recognized Sunday
aiiisecietee Press Writer
during Kentucky Harvest's fifth
LOUISVILLE, Ky. — He runs anniversary party at Cardinal Stahis organization with the intensi- dium. Among those attending
ty of an evangelist and the subtle- were President Bush and his wife,
ty of a bulldozer, but Stan Curtis Barbara. How did Curtis arrange
offers no apologies — he's dedi- that?
"I just faxed an invitation to
cated to feeding the poor.
White House and received an
the
"The food comes from people
who have it and don't want it. affirmative reply three weeks
We give it to people who want it later," Curtis said. "Both the
but don't have it," said Curtis, president and Vice President Dan
who founded Kentucky Harvest Quayle are familiar with our
program."
in 1987. .
Curtis, a 43-year-old investThe non-profit program, which
broker, said the concept for
ment
has been copied nationally, has
Harvest came to him
Kentucky
mildistributed more than seven
lion pounds of food donated by while standing in line at a local
restaurants, hospitals, wholesalers cafeteria.
"Just as I got to the green
and retailers. It is quickly delivbeans, a guy comes running out
ered to missions, shelters and
of the back, puts down a heaping
soup kitchens,
"We accept no money, not pan-full of beans and takes away
even from the government," Car- a pan that's still one-third full."
Asked what was happening, the
us said in an interview this past
week "All of our people are vol- employee explained that "the
unteers. about 900 at the Mat cafeteria likes to keep the line
count, from all ages and all walks looking nice. When we take them

By GEORGE W. HACKETT

off the steam table, we can't put
them back, so I'm throwing them
away."
At that point, Curtis said, "I
think it struck me that there's a
lot of waste — a lot of edible,
nutritious waste. I decided to do
something about it."
The organization's work was
mentioned in a syndicated column by Ann Landers, and Curtis
began receiving calls from other
cities interested in trying it.
U.S.A. Harvest was born out of
those calls in 1989. Today, there
are chapters in 75 cities delivering in excess of 46 million
pounds of food a year, said Curtis, who serves as chairman.
When he was 9, Curtis, his
four brothers and one sister were
placed in a Presbyterian home for
children in Jefferson County. "I
think they helped me overlook
the fact that I was from a broken
home."
He excelled in tennis at Louisville's Eastern High School and
was offered a college scholarship

but turned it down. He joined the
Air Force, attended the University of New Mexico and Eastern
New Mexico University and,
along the way, turned tennis pro.
From 1970 to 1980, he taught
tennis in Louisville, Miami and
Peoria, Ill., and played such aces
as Arthur Ashe and Jimmy Connors. And, Curtis said, he made a
great living at it, retiring from the
sport at age 31.
Friends agree that if he lacks
any quality, it would have to be
tact, which is needed in dealing
with volunteer helpers.
"Some of his techniques might
be viewed as heavy-handed,"
said one admirer who asked not
to be identified. "I think he gets
so absorbed with what he wants
that he has to be reminded at
times that people have to be
brought along in a gentle
fashion'
Curtis considers himself "a
guy who's not only had a dream
come true but who's living it
every day.''
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on Sept. 15.
Tea years ago
Twenty years ago
Kenneth and Ann Pahoer of
Neale B. Mason, commander
Hardin are pictured inspecting a
Classic 1956 Ford Thunderbird, of Murray-Kenlake Flotilla of
one of several automobiles on U.S. Coast Guard, is - pictured
display at annual Labor Day receiving Director's Honor Roll
Weekend Arts and Crafts Festival Award from Lester Siegfried,
and Antique Car Show at Fenton captain of Division 27 of the
Air Strip in TVA's Land Between Coast Guard.
Mary Alice Morris has been
the Lakes.
Ronnie Flood, Ronnie Fox, appointed as postmaster at Hardin
Billy Dodd and Jerry Kemp of Post Office. She has been serving
Jenny Ridge Bowhunters Society U acting officer in charge since
are pictured as being winners of the retirement of Clay Darnell,
Archery Tournament at Land postmaster, in May 1971. She
and her husband, Raymond, have
Between the Lakes.
A.C. (Cook) Sanders fired his one son, Donnie.
Herrera.
Graves Morris get a hole-inGordon Liddy was first ace ever on Aug. 26 at MurIn 1977, convicted Watergate conspirator G.
on 164-yard seventh hole at
one
a
used
He
Club.
Country
ray
released from prison after more than four years.
the
to
Country Club on Sept. 4
record
Murray
on
165-yard
3-wood
Network
ming
Program
Sports
In 1979. the Entertainment and
s
were
a club tournament
Witnesse
feat.
while
playing
stroke
single
(ESPN) made its cable TV debui
Lowry
Garrott, Judy
C.C.
Dr.
Cathryn
with
Rayburn,
J.D.
the
lead
to
black
first
In 1986, Desmond Tutu was installed as the
Jim Ransom.
an
and
.
Sam
Muehlem
and
Spiceland
Africa.
Anglican Church in southern
ago
ShackelA.
years
Pat
Mrs.
Thirty
and
Mr.
taksince
report
Ten years ago: In an unusually candid first annual
controlfire
25
years
A.
for
Sykes,
be
will
married
ford
Neale
Cuellar
de
Perez
Javier
ing office. United Nations Secretary-General
by
ignored
or
defied
being
was
ion
organizat
acknowledged the world
many members.
German head
Five years ago: Erich Honecker became the first East
visit. The
five-day
a
for
arrived
he
as
DEAR REAMRS:In my Aug. cry, which eventually crystalGermany
of state to visit West
presic
Democrat
the
9 column, I quoted from the lized into the words and deeds
Rev. Jesse Jackson declared his candidacy for
speech Gov. Zell Miller of Geor- of our first Republican presiidential nomination.
gia gave at the Democratic dent;Abraham Lincoln.
confera peace
One year ago: The European Community opened
"While politieians like
National Convention. In the
Moniia.
Yugoslav
to
here's Stephen Douglas declared that
ence in the Netherlands aimed at bringing peace
time,
equal
of
interest
Martina Navratica Seles won the U.S. Open in New York, defeating
one from the Republican justice is a matter of choice,
National Convention. Credit Lincoln announced resoundinglova 7-6, 6-1.
DeBakey is 84. senatorial candidate Alan Keyes ly that where justice and
Today's Birthdays: Heart surgeon Dr. Michael
Inouye, D-Hawaii, is of Maryland with one of the human rights are concerned.
Producer-director Elia Kazan is 83. Sen. Daniel
ICavner is 41.
best speeches given in Houston. `You cannot have the right to do
68. Actor John Philip Law is 55. Actress Julie
what is wrong!'
man is the fel- He said, in part:
Thought for Today: "My'definition of an educated
"That was the spirit of LinParty
can
Republi
the
"When
...
has to be done.
Republicanism. It is the
coln's
counlow who knows the right thing to do at the time it
this
1854,
in
founded
was
Kettering,
F.
Charles
—
stupid."
be
makes me proud to
still
that
spirit
and
This
sincere
test.
You can be
try faced a moral
party took a stand against slay- be a Republican, one who supAmerican inventor (1876-1958).
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Today is Monday, Sept. 7. the 251s1 day of 1992. There
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Labor
days left in the year. This is
-Today's Highlight in History:
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heavywei
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out John L. Sullivan in
prize fight under the
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Portugal.
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Quincy
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Revolution, bade farewell to President
White House.
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In 1977. the Panama Canal treaties, calling for
were signed
Panama,
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Torrijos
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.
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t
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in Washington by
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man third class, United States
Navy, son of Mr. and Mrs. Cleo
Sykes
Murray, is serving
aboard escort vessel, USS Courtney, operating out of Newport,
R.I.
Murray Junior Chamber of
Commerce has received the Blue
Chip Award and the Community
Development Award. Gene Landolt, Murray JCC president,
accepted the awards from Steve
Clark, district vice president of
Kentucky Junior Chamber of
Commerce.
Edna Darnell and Evon Kelly
are pictured at a recent Librarian'
Workshokp held at Murray.
Attending were 20 library and
bookmobile workers from the
Purchase Region.
Lynn B. Bridwell of Murray
received his Master's degree
from University of Illinois,

or

Urbana.

Forty years ago
The total enrollment in Calloway County" School Systim.
reached a peak of 2,055 this year,
according to Leon Grogan, attendance officer, who said the attendance has been good. Schools are
Pleasant Hill, Palestine, Coldwater, Brooks Chapel, Independence, Dexter, Almo, Faxon,
Kirksey, Hazel, Lynn Grove and
New Concord.
Murray Lions Club annual
Broom Sale was conducted Sept.
4 and 5.
Miss Emajean Walker and Billy Ray Thurman were married
Aug. 30 at the home of the Rev.
and Mrs. Loyd Wilson.
Mrs. Sanders Miller spoke on
"Christian Discipleship" at a
meeting of WSCS of First
Methodist Church. Special music
was by Mrs. Bobbie Grogan and
Mrs. David Gowans.

Dear Abby

Il

ports the courage of George
Bush. Like him, we must take a
stand on tyranny, especially
when it crushes the hopes of
people abroad. As we did in
Desert Storm, we must protect
small states from belligerent
bullies. You cannot have the
right to do what is wrong!
"In the name of this party, we
must oppose racism, anti-Semitism and group hatred whether
it parades openly in the garb of
the Klan, or masquerades
beneath the soft accents of
sophisticated power. You can-
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By GARY LARSON

not have the right to do what is
wrong!"
DEAR ABBY: Your response to
"Non-Smoker" sounded as if you are
employed by the tobacco industry.
Abby, aren't you aware of the dangers of side-stream smoke to nonsmoking individuals'?
Suggesting that five non-smokers give up their right to a smokefree environment just because three
chain smokers wanted to sit in the
smoking section of a restaurant
appears very unjust to me. Even if
the guest of honor was one of the
smokers, the basic health of all
should be the primary consideration.
Please. Abby. reconsider your
advice on this one.
MARY ANN BLOCK,
DO.. TEXAS COLLEGE OF
OSTEOPATHIC MEDICINE.
FORT WORTH.TEXAS
DEAR DR- BLOCK: Consider
my advice reconsidered. That
wasn't one of my better
answers. Mea culpa.
DEAR ABBY: Before our baby
was born, we knew it was a boy, so
we decided to name him "Robert Hailer my husband. Many people
have now told us that the baby
should be "Robert Junior" — that
my son's son will be the "Il."
Abby, that doesn't sound right to
me. What is the correct way?
SHARON H.
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DEAR SHARON: The "many
people" are correct. The use of
"II" indicates that the bearer of
that name is a cousin, grandson
or nephew of the original hold-,
er of that name.
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CATHY
AFTER TWO Of THE WORST
YEARS IN RETAIL HISTOR4,
WE'VE HEARD THE C.ALL AND
RESPONDED WITH A WHOLE
NEW CONCEPT IN FASHION!
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OUT WITH LAST YEAR'S NAM/
NATURAL FIBERS... IN WITH
THIS YEAR'S ACRYUC BLENDS!
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OuT WITH LAST YEAR'S EARTH TONE CAPE ... IN WITH THIS
EAR'S RED LEATHER BOMBER!
OUT WITH LAST YEAR'S
FABRIC-SAVING MINI... IN
WITH THIS YEAR'S 20-YARDS01,-MATERIAL SUIT!
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IN SHORT, FORGET
THE PlANET !!

SAVE THE MALL!!
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Fumbling for his recline button, Ted
unwittingly instigates a disaster.
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it? Sign me worried.
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DEAR DR. GOTT: Is there any new
information you can pass on regarding COPD? I'm being treated with
prednisone for sarcoidosis of the
lungs and wonder how long I can stay
on the steroids.
DEAR READER: There's not much
new information about chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, which is
marked by increased production of
bronchial mucus and trapping of stale
air within the lungs. COPD is a common, late consequence of cigarette
smoking and air pollution. Also, it's
often the end result of occupational
exposure, such as black lung (in miners) and farmer's lung.
In my experience, sarcoidosis
doesn't ordinarily cause COPD. Sarcoidosis is a disease of unknown cause
that produces areas of low-grade inflammation in various body organs.
notably the lymph nodes. A pulmonary type, causing diffuse lung irritation, can hinder breathing. The treatment for this is prednisone or other
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loved tine is eager to get in touch
with you. Call someone you haye
not seen recently
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Pus hus s1a finds yaw coping with
a YariZ:ty if problems. Solutions
prove easy to find if yp011 talk things
ii'. en with the right people. Be open
to suggestions
- LIBRA 'Sept. 2.1-Oct 22): A
close alliance could receive new.
attention now. Refuse to answer
nosy questions_ You benefit when
others take the lead in making social
plans.
SCORPIO (Oct. 21-Noy. 21):
Many social ayenue:s 'a-fe open to
you. Seek introductions to interesting people 'Hie secret longings of
your heart become even dearer after
you talk with a close friend. •
SAGITTARIUS (No's. 22-Dec.
21): Romance beckons. Follow the
dictates of your heart. It may make
all the difference in how you live
and ,think later on. Start a journal or
keep a log of sour activities.
CAPRICORN iDec. 22-Jan.
19i: You have a lot to handle but
may feel indecisiye. Wait until you
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